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W E  A R E
RAISING THE BAR
CHANGING EXPECTATIONS
COMBINE GLOBAL PARTNERSHIP

Overview of our company
•  Global company
•  Innovative packaging
•  Custom and exclusive patented  formulas 
•  Innovative delivery and texture system 
•  Different delivery system
•  Biomarine
•  Unique raw material 
•  Trendsetters
•  Worldwide locations
•  Inspiration and creation

VISION 
WE BUILD BRANDS! BY OFFERING 
TURNKEY SOLUTIONS...
 
Our primary goal is to embrace trends, creation, inspiration 
and innovation. Our extensive industry expertise is 
supported best in  class research and development, state 
of art, production and fulfillment.
This enables to propose and supply innovative ingredients 
that have propietary formulation .



AT T R I B U T E S

•  “CAN DO” ATTITUDE 
•  DRIVEN BY PASSION 
•  DEBT FREE 
•  FINANCIALLY STRONG TO 

INVEST
•  TALENTED TEAM 
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KBL
COSMETICS

MANUFACTURING PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENTR&D

KBL Cosmetics str ives to 
offer  products and services 
that go above and beyond 
our customers expectat ions. 
We bel ieve that our c l ients’ 
trust  and sat isfact ion are 
the keys to our success and 
we aim to a l ign with this 
bel ief  in  everything that 
we do.  That is  why qual ity 
and complete transparency 
are our f i rst  priority.  Our 
high standards secure our 
posit ion at  the top of  the 
industry.

WE ARE
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Metallic Eyeshadow, A high-shimmer, 
high-pigment shadow that creates a 
sexy and sophisticated look.

• HIGH SHINE
• LONG LASTING

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS
WHEAT GERM OIL 
VITAMIN E

METALLICS

KBL-SJ-11081 (RED)
KBL-SJ-11082 (VIOLET)

KBL-SJ-11083 (BLUE)
KBL-SJ11047 (GOLD)

KBL-SJ11046 (ROSE GOLD) Go metallic with this mascara. 
Just apply on lashes to 
create glam rock effect. 
Wear it alone, or swept on as 
a topper over your favorite 
mascara. 

• Glam look
• Perfectly separates the 

lashes

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS
Tocopheryl Acetate
Panthenol

METALLIC MASCARAMETALLIC EYESHADOW KBL-SJ-11069 (ROYAL BLUE)
KBL-SJ-11070 (GOLDEN PLATED)

KBL-SJ-11071 (SILVER KNIGHT)
KBL-RE11275
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METALLICS

KBL-SJ-11069 (ROYAL BLUE)
KBL-SJ-11070 (GOLDEN PLATED)

KBL-SJ-11071 (SILVER KNIGHT)
KBL-RE11275

Fine lines, bold lines or both, you 
decide. Long-lasting, fast-drying 
liquid black eyeliner. Use alone or 
apply on top with magic reflection 
to change color( 3 Shades). 
Perfect for parties and date-night 
drama.

LONG LASTING

WATER RESISTANT

• STRONG COLOR-RICH
• HIGH SHINE
• LONG LASTING

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS
XYLITYLGLUCOSIDE

METALLIC LINER

Apply after a 
dark liner or 
without it!

KBL-SJ-11081
KBL-DL11004 (GOLDEN SPARKS)

A super intense metalized lip 
cream created with high-impact 
metallic pearls. 
A very long-wear formula that 
doesn’t crack while still being 
smooth and comfortable on the lips.

EXTREMELY 
LUSTROUS OUTSHINE 

HIGH LIGHT REFLECTION

• STRONG COLOR-RICH
• HIGH SHINE
• LONG LASTING

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS
WHEAT GERM OIL
ANTIOXIDANT & ANTI-AGING 
PROPERTIES

VITAMIN E
SUPER SKIN ENRICHMENT FOR MORE 
SOFT FEELING  

METALLIC LIP CREAM
KBL-RE11370 (CHESTNUT)

KBL-RE11371 (COPPER)
KBL-RE11372 (BRONZE)

KBL-RE11373 (TAN)
KBL-RE11374 (BERRY)

KBL-RE11375 (CARNATION PINK)

High light
reflective 
formula
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New innovation texture. This soft 
granular textured eyeshadow to 
give a high-shine, strong color-
rich payoff and long lasting effects 
Multi-sparkling pearl reflects light to 
create different looks.

Granular texture
Powdery finish
Eye & Cheek-Sparkling
Colour Fixed

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS
TOCOPHERYL ACETATE: PROVIDE 
MOISTURE, ACTS AS AN ANTI-
OXIDANT AND FREE RADICAL 
SCAVENGER TO HELP PREVENT THE 
PREMATURE AGING SKIN.
ARGAN: MOISTURIZER

SPARKLING LIQUID TOPPER THAT 
PROVIDES LUXURIOUS RADIANCE OF 
SHIMMER AND SPARKLE. 

The product is designed to use alone or top 
on lipstick, eyeshadow and cheek to give 
more shimmering on daily makeup. 

• GLAMOUR METALLIC
• COLOUR TOPPER
• (BRONZE/COPPER/VIOLET)
• SPARKLING-LOOK
• 3X-ON TOP
• LIP-EYE-CHEEK

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS
VITAMIN E ACETATE: MOISTURIZING 
AND ANTI-OXIDANT
AVOCADO OIL: EMOLLIENT

SPARKLING TOPPER
LIQUID BUILDABLE COLOR FOR EYES AND LIPS

Rich creamy 
glow texture 
even without 
primer

KBL-SJ-11044 (BRONZE)
KBL-SJ-11045 (VIOLET)
KBL-RE11350 (SILVER)

KBL-RE11355 (BRONZE)
KBL-RE1146 (GOLD)

HIGH SHINE, SPARKLING CREAM EYESHADOW
GRANULAR TEXTURE EYESHADOW

New innovation texture. This 
soft granular textured eyeshadow 
to give a high-shine, strong color-
rich pay-off and long-lasting 
effect. Multi-sparkling pearl 
reflects light to create different 
looks

GRANULE TEXTURE
POWDERY FINISH
EYE&CHEEK-SPARKLING
COLOUR FIXED

• SOFT GRANULAR TEXTURE
• STRONG COLOR-RICH
• HIGH SHINE
• LONG LASTING

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS
TOCOPHERYL ACETATE : PROVIDE 
MOISTURIZER, ACTS AS AN ANTI-OXIDANT 
AND A FREE RADICAL SCAVENGER TO HELP 
PREVENT THE PREMATURE AGING SKIN.
ARGAN OIL : MOISTURIZER

Rich glow texture
even without 
primer

GRANULAR SPARKLING 
EYESHADOW www.kblcosmetics.com

KBL-SJ-11037 (PRECIOUS 
BRONZE)

KBL-SJ-11038 (COPPER MARS)
KBL-DL11004 (GOLDEN 

SPARKS)
KBL-RE11356 (BRONZE)
KBL-RE11357 (COPPER)

KBL-RE11362 (CHESTNUT)
KBL-RE11363 (MAHOGANY)
KBL-RE11364 (SHIMMERING 

GOLD)

New innovation texture. This 
soft granular textured eyeshadow 
to give a high-shine, strong color-
rich pay-off and long-lasting 
effect. Multi-sparkling pearl 
reflects light to create different 
looks

GRANULE TEXTURE
POWDERY FINISH
EYE&CHEEK-SPARKLING
COLOUR FIXED

• SOFT GRANULAR TEXTURE
• STRONG COLOR-RICH
• HIGH SHINE
• LONG LASTING

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS
TOCOPHERYL ACETATE : PROVIDE 
MOISTURIZER, ACTS AS AN ANTI-OXIDANT 
AND A FREE RADICAL SCAVENGER TO HELP 
PREVENT THE PREMATURE AGING SKIN.
ARGAN OIL : MOISTURIZER

Rich glow texture
even without 
primer

GRANULAR SPARKLING 
EYESHADOW www.kblcosmetics.com
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2 color eyeshadow palette
(a neutral color and darker shade) 
with applicator brush, a perfect way 
to beautify your eyes in 1 simple 
step.

Simply run the applicator brush 
across the eye shadow palette and 
apply onto your eyelid, making sure 
the neutral color is parallel to your 
top lid and the darker color goes 
onto your crease.
 
You don’t need follow several steps 
with several brushes. This easy 
1 step application will save you 
time and is perfect for on the go 
makeup wear!

ONE-STROKE EYESHADOW KIT
NEUTRAL EYESHADOW PALETTE WITH FINE PEARL EFFECTS

KBL-RE11380

MOOD CHANGING LIPSTICK
JELLY MOISTURIZING LIP STAIN WITH LUSCIOUS EFFECTS

Color changing lip stain

Experience the mystical magic of custom color 
lipstick. Simply apply the clear formula onto your 
clean, dry lips for a natural shade that will adjust 
to a custom hue within a minute of application. 
Made with Vitamin E and other key ingredients, 
these lipsticks feel smooth and soft. 

Reveal your true mood with this lip stain to last 
all day. Just apply the clear lipstick and see the 
color instantly appear. Voila!

Real flower Inside

KBL-RE-11134 (FLOWER)
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AIR-LIGHT POWDER SYSTEM

THIN-LAYER POWDER 
SYSTEM

SLIDING OIL SYSTEM

High- pigment matte lip cream with remarkable 
lip adherence, smooth laydown and non-drying, 
comfortable wear

- Formulated with a Hybrid Dual Complex 
Powder that instantly
soaks up any tacky greasiness and creates an 
almost bouncy, elastic texture and look
- Ultra-fine pigments wear light and thin with a 
full on, vivid color
- Soft focus blurring effect minimize the 
appearance of patchy, wrinkled lips
- Non-drying, smooth formula glides on evenly 
without clumping or tugging the lips
- Appears intense but feels air-light, that cling 
onto the lips for all-day non-transferring, budging 
or bleeding wear

EVENS LIP TEXTURE WITH 
DIFFUSED LIGHT REFLECTION 

AND ADHERES ONTO
LIPS WITH A THIN COAT OF LONG 

WEARING PIGMENTS

CROSS-LINKED
POLYMETHYLMETHACRYLATE

CRYSTALLIZED SILICA

HYBRID DUAL COMPLEX POWDER

KBL-RE11206 CHIC ROSE
KBL-RE11204 EDGY PLUM

KBL-RE11205 BOLD MAROON
KBL-RE11208 CLASSIC RED

KBL-RE11207 PARTY RED
KBL-RE11209 (FUN FUCHSIA)

KBL-RE11354 (MAUVE)

MATTE LIP COLOR
A HIGH PAYOFF MATTE COLOR

A high shine lipstick that polishes your 
pout with 8+ hours of lasting vibrant 
color that does not bleed

- Infused with moisturizing squalene 
that locks in the moisture of the lips for 
comfortable wear
- Has a luscious glossy finish from the 
use of a high refractive index oil that 
conditions the skin
- Features an innovative crystal gelling 
system which forms a crystal fitting film 
that minimizes bleeding, retains vivid color, 
and maintains a lustrous lip coating effect
- Crystal Gelling System forms film 
making lip color stay for 8+ hours
- In a smudging test the formula was 
shown to have 3 times less smudging 
than the reference group after 8 hours

INSTAR LIP SHINE

HIGH SHINE LIPSTICK WITH LASTING VIBRANT COLOR 

SMUDGING TEST

KBL-RE11347 (PINK)
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METALLIC LIPSTICKS
COLORFUL AND MOISTURIZING FINISH

DARE TO EXPERIENCE THE 
SOFTEST AND MOST DIVERSE 
LIPSTICK FORMULAS.

A high end lipstick formula, with 
a super moisture and a cool 
metallic finish, glitter effects and 
trendy finishes. Great for different 
skin tones and infused with 
nourishing, plumping ingredients.

Benefits:
• Antioxidant rich
• Vitamin E conditions while 

keeping lips feeling soft
• Shea butter smoothes and 

moisturizes
• Medium coverage with a 

metallic finish
• Paraben and gluten free

Moisturizing
Metallic
Glitter

KBL-CTA11001
KBL-CTA11002
KBL-CTA11003
KBL-CTA11004
KBL-CTA11005
KBL-CTA11006
KBL-CTA11007

KBL-RE11348 (COPPER)
KBL-RE11349 (SILVER)
KBL-RE11352 (GOLD)
KBL-RE11353 (NUDE)

PEACHY
LIP 

BALM

WHITE
LIP 

BALM

DUAL
COLOR

LIPSTICK

RED
LIPSTICK

DARE TO EXPERIENCE THE SOFTEST 
AND MOST DIVERSE LIPSTICK 
FORMULAS. 

A high end lipstick formula, with a 
super moisture and a dual colors with 
trendy finishes. Great for different skin 
tones and infused with nourishingn 
ingredients.

Benefits:
• Antioxidant rich
• Vitamin E conditions while keeping 

lips feeling soft
• Shea butter 

smoothes and 
moisturizes

• Medium coverage 
with a metallic finish

• Paraben and gluten 
free

MOISTURIZING LIPSTICKS
COLORFUL AND MOISTURIZING FINISH

Dual Color 
Moisturizing
Exfoliating
Tri-Color
Creamy
Matte

KBL-RE11135 (DUAL COLOR LIPSTICK)
KBL11042 (MOISTURIZING LIP BALM)

KBL-RE11276 (DOME STICK)
KBL-DL11014 (DOME RED STICK)

KBL-CTA11003 (TRICOLOR LIPSTICK)
KBL-RE11379 TWO COLOR
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High- pigment long lasting multi-
chrome metallic lip cream

- Formulated with a Hybrid Dual 
Complex Powder that instantly
soaks up 
- Its dry, long lasting formula dries 
over any tacky greasiness and 
creates an almost bouncy, elastic 
texture and look that does not 
smudge.
- Ultra-fine pigments are light and 
thin with a full on, vivid color that 
reflects light
- Non-drying, smooth formula 
glides on evenly without clumping 
or tugging the lips
- Appears intense but feels air-light, 
that cling onto the lips for
all-day non-transferring, budging or 
bleeding wear

EVENS LIP TEXTURE 
WITH DIFFUSED LIGHT 

REFLECTION AND ADHERES 
ONTO LIPS WITH A THIN 

COAT OF LONG WEARING 
PIGMENTS

KBL-SH1321 

CHROME METALLIC LIP COLOR
A WATERPROOF MULTICHROME METALLIC COLOR

INNOVATION FOR LIPS

MINIMAL AESTHETIC LIP BALM
SLEEK AND MINIMALIST ELLIPSE PACKAGING

YOUR FAVORITE LIPSTICK OR LIP 
BALM COLORS AND FORMULAS IN A 
UNIQUE FUTURIST AND ERGONONIC 
DESIGN 

- Available in a wide variety of colors or 
enhanced with glistening effects
- Enriched formulas with vitamin E to 
keep lips hydrated and moisturized
- Creamy soft texture that adheres onto 
skin for a smooth laydown of pigment or 
balm
- Metallic, glitter, matte, creamy finish 
available on any color

MATERIALS
ABS PLASTIC
GLOSS UV FINISH
METALLIZED AND MATTE FINISH 
AVAILABLE
COLOR CUSTOMIZATION AVAILABLE

KBL-STLH-H0926
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Add a sparkly effect to your lips with 
these silky lip glosses 

Highly reflective pearls that bounce light 
Stellar prismatic shine that moisturizes 
and does not feel sticky on the lips
Soft focus blurring effect minimize the 
appearance of patchy, wrinkled lips
Sheer pearly lip gloss for a clear 
pearly look on the lips and tinted 
gloss, for an extra depth that 
enhances shimmer effects
Clings onto the lips without budging 
or bleeding wear

SHEER PEARLY

KBL-RE11025 #2 
KBL-RE11027 #3
KBL-RE11125 #6
KBL-RE11164 #4

LIP GLOSS
A SILKY SHIMMERY LIP GLOSS

TINTED GLOSS

A multi-pearl highlighting loose powder for face 
and body

A blend of glistening soft pearls that add an 
intense glow to face and body
Buildable soft glow that can be applied as a 
highlighter or eyeshadow topper
Apply as a highlight on nose, cheeks and chin, 
or pat evenly on shoulders and collarbones
Brightens skin and provides different levels of 
radiant illumination

PEARL ILLUMINATING POWDER
SILKY SOFT LUMINOUS POWDER FOR FACE AND BODY
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Ultra-smooth & lightweight 
formula. 
Reflects multi-dimension in 
different colors which transforms 
to a stunning multi-colored lip.
Apply to bare lips or layer over lip 
color to create a distinctive look.
For the best result, let your lip 
color set completely before 
applying the holographic lip 
topper.
 IRIDESCENT SHINNING EFFECT 
ON THE LIPS
• SOFT GRANULAR TEXTURE
• STRONG COLOR-RICH
• HIGH SHINE
• LONG LASTING

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS
VITAMIN B5: IMPROVES DRYNESS 
OF LIPS BY RETAINING MOISTURE.

ULTRA-SMOOTH HOLOGRAPHIC 
LIP CREAM

KBL-SJ-11033 (ROSY GOLD)
KBL-SJ-11034 (PINK NUDE)
KBL-SJ-11035 (BERRY PINK
KBL-RE11259 (ROSEGOLD)

KBL-RE11260 (PEACH)
KBL-RE11261 (GOLD)

Intense combined colors 
that don’t feel dry

Pigmented, creamy powder bronzer made 
with pre-milled pigments that melt at skin 
temperature for instant color and adhesion

- Goes on as a soft beautiful warm tone 
powder to cheekbones
- Contains soothing oils for a nourishing, 
soothing makeup effect
- Applies smoothly onto skin and stays put 
without flaking or caking
for more than 8 hrs
- Whether in matte or sheen finishes, it 
brings a healthy glow to the complexion 
by blending in naturally with base makeup
- Super velvety and moisturizing to the 
touch!

GLISTENING, WARM & SOFT BRONZER POWDER 

VELVET POWDER BRONZER

Butter 
Coated 
Powder

Melts at Skin 
Temperature like 
Butter!

MELTING POWDER LIKE BUTTER

KBL-SC1147-BRONZER
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ULTRAFINE LIGHT-REFLECTING PEARLS 
MELT ONTO SKIN FOR POLISHED, 

NATURAL LOOKING RADIANCE. 

Water-light and sheer, with prismatic 
effect that allows it to adjust in any 
light, refined glow is never lost. 

• ADJUSTING DROP
• POINT MAKEUP
• TOP ON MAKEUP
• SHINE CONTROL
• INSTANT GLOW
• PEARL SHINE
• SPARKLING

APPLY AS USUAL 
OR ADD DROPS TO YOUR FAVORITE 
BEAUTY PRODUCT AND MIX WELL 
TO CUSTOMIZE A SUBTLE OR 
DRAMATIC GLOW. 

Rich glow 
texture
even without

MELTED SUPER PEARL ON SKIN!
LIQUID HIGHLIGHTER

KBL-SJ11039 (GOLD)
KBL-SJ11040 (GLOW)

KBL-SJ11041 (UNICORN)
KBL-SJ11042 (SHINE)

KBL-SJ11043 (PRINCESS)
KBL-RE11262 (GOLD)
KBL-RE11263 (SHINE 

PINK)

KBL-RE11264 (GLOW)
KBL-RE11265

KBL-RE11266 (SHINE 
MELTED)

KBL-RE11267 (UNICORN)
Jelly texture blush
Long-wearing jelly blusher that 
applies smoothly like a cream 
and is as convenient as powder. 
Elastomeric Gelling System creates 
a wet-feel blush formula
with enhanced skin adherence and 
a long lasting smooth finish
- Moisturizing Polymers absorb 
excess oil and boost the skin’s
moisture level, maintaining a fresh 
look all day
- Long wearing formula that 
securely adheres onto the cheeks
when wet, and sets flawlessly on 
the skin when dry
- Sensorial texture is fun to the 
touch and convenient for
blending on the cheeks and 
creating naturally flushed cheeks

JELLY BLUSHER
JELLY BLUSHER THAT DELIVERS 
LASTING PIGMENTS

MOISTURIZING POLYMER GEL PROPERTIES 
ARE ADDED TO THE SILKY-POWDERY SILICONE 

ELASTOMER FOR A HYDRATED ELASTOMER 
TEXTURE THAT DOESN’T DRY OUT

ELASTOMERIC GELLING SYSTEM

MOISTURIZING POLYMER GEL
- ENHANCES MOISTURIZATION, AND
HAS AN EXCELLENT SUSPENSION QUALITY
- THERMALLY STABLE
SILICONE ELASTOMER
- ABSORBS OIL, AND CREATES
A SILKY, POWDERY TEXTURE
- HAS A SUPERIOR
DISPERSION QUALITY

KBL-RE11369 ROSE PINK JELLY BLUSH
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KBL-DL11003
KBL-RE11337 (CORAL)

Pigmented, creamy powder blush 
made with pre-milled pigments 
that melt at skin temperature for 
instant color and adhesion

- Goes on as a powder but feels 
like a cream as it brings moisture
and a beautiful radiance to cheeks
- Powder is coated with Aloe, 
Coconut oil and Golden Ratio Oil
to nourishing, soothing makeup 
effect
- Applies smoothly onto skin and 
stays put without flaking or caking
for more than 8 hrs
- Whether in matte or sheen 
finishes, it brings a healthy glow 
to the complexion by blending in 
naturally with base makeup

BULLETPROOF BLUSH

NATURAL MELTING POWDER
- Powder is coated with aloe and 
coconut oil, for a buttery formula that 
melts and adheres on the skin.
- Super creamy and moisturizing to 
the touch!

BUTTER 
COATED 
POWDER

MELTS AT SKIN 
TEMPERATURE 
LIKE BUTTER!

MELTING POWDER LIKE BUTTER

NATURAL LOOK WITH HIGH COVERAGE
This weightless, oil-free semi-matte
foundation is made with 2nd-Skin 
technology, a natural-looking finish with 
high coverage that does not over-mattify 
the skin and keeps it glowy.
It provides the perfect skin look even in 
high definition close-up shots.
The foundation is long-wearing and 
water-resistance. It sits perfectly on the 
skin throughout the day - it’s soft and 
comfortable to wear, great for an every day 
look.

- Feather-light texture sits perfectly on skin, 
feels like bare skin
- Provides buildable coverage 
- Easy to blend, no cakey, tacky or sticky 
residue
- Softens and blurs visible lines and
wrinkles
- Gives the skin a soft, velvety finish
without looking flat or dull
- Oil free formula that keeps your
complexion clear 
- Soft-matte finish with medium coverage

KBL-LV11001

• NO TRANSFER TO 
CLOTHES

• 24 HR PERFECT WEAR
• WATER, TEAR, SWEAT, 

AND OIL RESISTANT
• TRANSFER-PROOF 

LIQUID IFOUNDATION, 
SPF 20 UVA/UVB

HDTV FOUNDATION SPF20
MELTING BLUSH WITH GREAT PAYOFF FEATHERLIKE FACE FITTING FOUNDATION FOR 

FLAWLESS SOFT-MATTE SKIN, SPF 20 UVA/UVB
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An innovative sparkle eyeshadow 
with a creamy texture and long 
lasting high gloss shine

- Creamy-feel powder glides on 
smoothly with easy displaying vivid, 
sparkling color
- Instantly lit ups the eye for a true, 
high-shine color that is vivid enough to 
be worn alone or blend in with other 
shadows
- Applies smoothly with excellent 
spread-ability and no chunky glitter feel
- Oil-controlling formula reduces oils 
and sebum production for longer-wear

HIGH GLOSSY SPARKLE EYESHADOW

OIL’S HIGH ADHESION 
PREVENTS FROM DRYNESS 

AND ENHANCES SILKY TOUCH 
AND LUSTER

KBL-RE11255 (MOLTEN MIDNIGHT)
KBL-RE11256 (PERLINA)

KBL-RE11257 (GOLD GODDESS)
KBL-RE11258 (ROSE GOLD RETRO)

KBL-RE11165 (#1-1)
KBL-RE11166 (#2-2)
KBL-RE11167 (#1-2)

KBL-RE11330

KBL-RE11274GEL EYELINER PEN

Once you go gel, you never go 
back!

- Applies easily over lash 
line for a deep coverage and 
intense color strokes
- Waterproof, long-wearing gel 
eyeliner pen 
- Customizable gel colors that 
don’t smudge
- Specially designed wide tip 
for sharp lines and seamless 
application
- This delicate eyeliner tip 
allows you to effortlessly create 
a bold, dynamic line in one 
stroke.

UNIQUE SPARKLING PEARL AND TRANSPAR-
ENT GLOSSY SHADOW

A STROKE OF PRECISION NEVER SEEN BEFORE
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Instantly volumizing fiber mascara.
Benefits:
- Microcrystalline Cellulose helps 
grip the mascara to each lash for full 
volume and lasting curl effect without 
weighing the lashes down.
- Fine nylon fibers that adhere 
strongly to lashes and provide instant 
volume and illusion of bigger lashes
- Oil emollients condition and helps 
the lashes to retain its suppleness
- Innovative formula plump, curl and 
intensifies color in a single stroke
- Soft Olive Wax + Natural Cellulose 
Powder + Hollow Powder allow 
creamy, but lightweight easy 
application
- Beeswax gives good lash adhesion 
and conditioning properties

KBL-RE11112

INSTANTLY VOLUMIZING FIBER MASCARA

FIBER LASH MASCARA GEL FOUNDATION
FULL-COVERAGE MATTIFYING FOUNDATION

Lightweight, silky, high coverage 
illuminating foundation

- Seamlessly covers blemishes, 
redness, and dark spots
- A rich full coverage formula that 
dries matte, giving a finished
 texture that needs no setting 
powder or spray
- Leaves an ideal amount of 
luminosity on skin for a dewy finish
- Evens out skin tone to give a 
smooth, airbrushed, yet natural look.
- A beautiful luminous foundation 
that will give you a healthy glow 
while evening out skin tone, 
hydrating the skin and covering 
imperfections.

LIGHTWEIGHT 
BUT POWERFUL 
FORMULA THAT 

NEEDS NO RETOUCH 
AND STAYS PUT ALL 

DAY LONG

KBL-RE11351 (LIGHT SPF 30)
KBL-RE11398 GEL FOUNDATION
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CONCEALING CUSHION

Look photo-ready with our cutting-
edge concealing cushions. These 
cushions are all you need to 
balance your facial tones. Easy-to-
apply formulas were formulated to 
help neutralize any redness, even 
out any discoloration and block 
any visibility of blemishes. All for a 
flawless look. 

Create an even, natural look with a 
blendability and long lasting formula

For universal skin tones.
Evens complexion while hydrating.
Easy application with sponge 
applicator.
Neutralizes dullness and mild 
redness.
For light/medium to medium/deep 
skin tones.
Evens complexion while hydrating.
Easy application with sponge 
applicator.

KBL-RE11278
KBL-RE11279
KBL-RE11280

DUAL COLOR CONCEALER THAT DELIVERS 
AMAZING COVERAGE FOR UNDER-EYES, 
BLEMISHES, REDNESS AND IMPERFECTIONS. 

Concealing with hydration for 15 hours of un-
changing skin affinity and 15 hours of lasting 
coverage
- Has great, even blendability and can be built 
or blended out until desired coverage level is 
achieved
- Adheres instantly and skin and gives a smooth 
laydown
- Gives lasting coverage of skin imperfections 
and fine lines
- Various silicone polymers create a thin layer on 
skin to lock in moisture and extend the time of 
makeup wear

COVERAGE AND ENHANCED SKIN AFFINITY CONCEALER

DUAL CONCEALER

KBL-RE11130 (DARK#4)
KBL-RE1137 (LIGHT-MEDIUM)

SEAMLESS NATURAL COVERAGE REFILL CARTRIDGE
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COLOR SMART FOUNDATION
COLORFUL AND MOISTURIZING FINISH

Color Smart Foundation 
Is a skin-perfecting foundation that 
blends evenly to give your complexion 
a flawless finish with every application. 
It provides effortless coverage for all 
skin tones. 

What it does
Color Smart Foundation alleviates the 
challenge of trying to find your ideal 
shade. Each application begins white 
and then changes hue. The result is a 
transformative color that is the perfect 
match to your complexion.

KBL-RE11377 COLOR SMART FOUNDATION
Multifunctional Foundation with SPF is 
a combination of products designed to 
provide hydrating coverage for an even, 
beautiful complexion. The addition of 
SPF helps protect skin from sun damage 
without the need for additional products 
while delivering anti-aging properties.

what it does 

Multifunctional Foundation with SPF 
provides the coverage you want and the 
protection you need. The long-lasting, 
anti-aging formula serves as a sunscreen, 
foundation, concealer, and  
powder in a single hydrating product for 
all-day coverage and sun protection.

MULTIFUNCTIONAL FOUNDATION W/ SPF

REFINING AND PROTECTIVE FOUNDATION

KBL-RE11397 MULTIFUNCTIONAL 
FOUNDATION W/SPF 20

SPF PROTECTED SKIN IS LESS 
PRONE TO DAMAGE BY UVB AND UVA 
RAYS WHICH HAVE IRREVERSIBLE 
EFFECTS ON THE EPIDERMIS 
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WHIPPED FACE PRIMER
 

Makeup starter for an even skin 
surface
This sebum filling primer, selectively 
controls excessive oil and sebum 
so that makeup fits to the skin 
better.
The formula reduces dryness when 
wearing makeup on top.
This formulation contains many 
moisturizing agents; firstly, Magnolia 
Liliflora Extract to keep skin’s 
moisture. Secondly, Hydrolyzed 
Hyaluronic acid to maintain 
moisture in the skin and keep skin 
smooth. Lastly, it contains Rose 
Water to make facial skin soft, and 
keep moisturized your facial skin .

Key ingredients :
Magnolia Liliflora Extract 
 Skin moisturizing agent from flower 
that helps maintain the skin’s moisture balance
Hydrolyzed Hyaluronic acid
 Small molecular weight hyaluronic 
acid that can permeate in to skin easier, keeps 
moisture and smooths the skin
Rose Water 

 A natural moisturizer that helps skin 
soften and keeps skin’s moisture balance 
Silicon
 A gentle ingredient that prevents 
foundation from evaporation and stays on the 
skin longer, breathable, non-occlusive, flexible 
film allowing the mineral pigments to ride 
on the surface of the skin without caking, or 
falling into fine lines.

KBL-RE11390

PERFECTING CREAMY WHIPPED-SOFT
TEXTURE PRIMER

PORE PERFECTING UNIVERSAL PRIMER

MATTIFYING POWDER PRIMER

A lightweight mattifying universal 
powder for an even skin surface

This matte shine powder controls 
excessive oil and sebum.
Light texture that perfects pores and 
can be worn as a primer or under-
eye baking powder.
The formula does not contain silicon 
ingredients, which may stimulate the 
skin or clog the pores, so it is perfect 
for sensitive skin. 
This formulation contains many 
moisturizing agents to make facial 
skin soft, and keep you moisturized.

before after

 

before after

KBL-RE11366 POWDER PRIMER
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HYPOALLERGENIC PERFECTING TEXTURE THAT TRANSFORMS!

POWDER TO LIQUID

SILICON-FREE FACE PRIMER

A powder to cream, melting texture makeup starter for 
an even skin surface
This sebum filling powder, selectively controls excessive oil 
and sebum so that makeup fits to the skin better.
The formula reduces dryness when wearing makeup on top.
Silicon-free formula with light texture
The formula does not contain silicon ingredients, which 
may stimulate the skin or clog the pores, so it is perfect 
for sensitive skin. 
This formulation contains many moisturizing agents; 
firstly, Magnolia Liliflora Extract to keep skin’s moisture. 
Secondly, Hydrolyzed Hyaluronic acid to maintain moisture 
in the skin and keep skin smooth. Lastly, it contains Rose 
Water to make facial skin soft, and keep moisturized your 
facial skin.

Key ingredients :
Hydrolyzed Hyaluronic acid
 Small molecular weight 
hyaluronic acid that can permeate in 
to skin easier, keeps moisture and 
smooths the skin
Rose Water 
 A natural moisturizer that helps 
skin soften and keeps skin’s moisture 

balance 
Prime skin for next step routine or 
make up.
    Soft, smooth and moisturizing
    Moisturizing agents from plants
    Keep skin healthy
    Softing effects
    Fresh feel
    No silicone

before after

SEBUM 
FILLING POWDER 

PERFECTLY TAKES CARE 
OF SEBUM, AND FITS 
LIGHTLY ON THE SKIN 

WITHOUT STIMULATION 
OR STUFFY 
FEELING.

 

before after

KBL-RE11411 PRIMER POWDER

WATCH THIS FORMULA 
TRANSFORM BEFORE YOUR 

EYES!

INCREDIBLE
POWDER TO LIQUID PRIMER!
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SILICON-FREE FACE PRIMER

HYPOALLERGENIC PERFECTING 
TEXTURE CREAM

Makeup starter for an even skin surface
This sebum filling primer, selectively controls excessive oil 
and sebum so that makeup fits to the skin better.
The formula reduces dryness when wearing makeup on top.
Silicon-free formula with light texture
The formula does not contain silicon ingredients, which 
may stimulate the skin or clog the pores, so it is perfect for 
sensitive skin.
This formulation contains many moisturizing agents; firstly, 
Magnolia Liliflora Extract to keep skin’s moisture. Secondly, 
Hydrolyzed Hyaluronic acid to maintain moisture in the skin 
and keep skin smooth. Lastly, it contains Rose Water to 
make facial skin soft, and keep moisturized your facial skin .

Key ingredients :
Magnolia Liliflora Extract 
 Skin moisturizing agent from flower that helps maintain 
the skin’s moisture balance
Hydrolyzed Hyaluronic acid
 Small molecular weight hyaluronic acid that can permeate 
in to skin easier, keeps moisture and smooths the skin
Rose Water 
 A natural moisturizer that helps skin soften and keeps 
skin’s moisture balance 

before after

 

before after

CTA-110044

Perfecting creamy texture primer

Prime skin for next step routine or 
make up.
    Soft, smooth and moisturizing
    Moisturizing agents from plants
    Keep skin healthy
    Softing effects
    Fresh feel
    No silicone
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GOLD GEL MOISTURIZER
CLEAR GEL MOISTURIZER FOR OILY SKIN

KBL-RE11336 CLEAR GEL MOISTURIZER WITH 
GOLD FLAKES

COOLING 24K GOLD GEL MOISTURIZER 
FOR BALANCED AND REPLENISHED 
SKIN. 

Hydrates skin and improves skin texture, 
also helps achieve noticeable brighter 
and vibrant skin.
This lightweight gel moisturizer calms 
and delivers a fresh and plumping effect.
An oil-free formula suitable for every 
complexion and ideal for mixed or oily 
skin types, deeply hydrates and reveals 
natural radiance.

- Normal
- Oily
- Combination
- Dry
- Sensitive

BODY, FACE AND HAIR OIL ENRICHED WITH VITAMINS C AND E

24K GOLD OIL ELIXIR

This nourishing 24k Gold oil works as a 
gentle moisturizer for body and face and 
luminous replenishment for hair

Enjoy the multi-use benefits of this luxurious 
all-in-one oil formula. Moisturizes skin 
and improves hair texture, helps achieve 
noticeable brighter and vibrant skin and hair.
This lightweight oil is suitable for every 
complexion and ideal for mixed or oily skin 
types, deeply hydrates and reveals natural 
radiance.

Enriched with Orange Peel Oil, Sweet Almond 
Oil and Vitamin E.

DIRECTIONS:
For Hair: Massage 3-5 drops to styled hair for 
luminous effects, or apply from mid-section (not 
directly onto the scalp) working down toward the ends. 

For Face: Apply one drop onto fingertips and warm up 
rubbing fingers together, pat lightly into to clean, dry 
skin.

For Body: Apply a few drops fingertips and warm up 
rubbing fingers together, pat lightly into legs and arms.

KBL-RE11387
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An exquisite gold-infused formula glides over the skin. 

24 Karat Face Primer Oil is a gold-infused moisturizer 
that provides instant perfection to the skin while 
improving texture, tone and elasticity from within. 
Unlock your inner radiance and turn flaws into 
flawlessness.

Benefits:
Improves skin quality and texture from within; reflects 
light to mimic the most flattering lighting conditions
Helps stimulate skin’s regenerative capacity and 
rejuvenates skin’s appearance; helps slow discoloration 
and lighten age spots
Softens appearance of enlarged pores
Vitamins C and E are anti-oxidants
Can be used with any liquid foundation
 
-        For all skin types
-        Light Weight / ultra-light
-        Fast-absorbing
-        Hydrates
-        Brightens
-        Radiance booster
-        Non-greasy
-        Soothing
-      24K gold-infused

24K GOLD FACE PRIMER OIL
ENRICHED WITH VITAMINS C AND E

KBL-RE11387-24K GOLD FACE PRIMER OIL

Packaging: Clear glass with dropper
Heavy & Full Feel
24k Gold Flakes

KBL=RE11386

An exquisite gold-infused formula 
glides over the skin. 
The gold microcapsules contain highly 
effective antioxidants essential for 
skin’s renewal process. Renews skin 
to perfection while improving texture, 
tone and elasticity from within. Unlock 
your inner radiance and turn flaws 
into flawlessness.

BENEFITS:
Improves skin quality and texture from 
within; the Non-comedogenic beads 
(pore unclogging) help stimulate 
skin’s regenerative capacity and 
removes impurities softening the 
appearance of enlarged pores.
Enriched with Vitamins C and E and 
anti-oxidants
 
-        For all skin types
-        Light Weight / ultra-light
-        Hydrates
-        Brightens
-        Radiance booster
-        Non-greasy
-        Soothing
-      24K gold-infused

MICRO-GOLD EXFOLIATING CLEANSER
ENRICHED WITH VITAMINS 

Packaging: Clear glass 
with dropper

Heavy & Full Feel
Gold Micro Beads
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WATER-FILLED WATER ESSENCE PRIMER

WATER BASE PRIMER

Primer with skin care benefit that not only 
blurs flaws but also gives excellent hydration 
for makeup to look better and lasts longer

- Features Sugar Cane Extract to deliver 
skin-conditioning and moisturizing benefits 
while it provides extremely mild, gentle 
exfoliating effect
- Water drop formula with instant cooling 
and soothing benefits as
water drops burst upon application
- Especially ideal for normal to dry skin 
types to create a smooth and improved skin 
surface before applying makeup
- Instantly absorbs into skin for lasting 
hydration, leaving it looking ultra-soft, more 
radiant appearance
- Improves skin tone and give skin a 
glowing appearance with this multitasking 
formula

KBL-RE11389 WATER BASE PRIMER

UNIVERSAL FACE PRIMER
ILLUMINATING PRIMER WITH MATTIFYING EFFECTS KBL-HVG11039 UNIVERSAL 

FACE PRIMER

Illuminating primer with a subtle glow, 
enhances your makeup look, hydrates, 
smooths skin texture and pores

• Luminous primer with a cream texture that 
smoothly spreads over the face to reduce 
shine and create even skin
• Formulated with spherical powders to 
effectively soak up sweat and excess sebum 
without drying out skin
• Flawlessly fills in fine lines and pores for 
perfectly even skin
• Cream texture easily applies onto skin 
without caking or balling up and leaves skin 
feeling incredibly smooth
• Blurring effects without heavy or oily feel
• Instantly absorbs into skin for lasting 
hydration, leaving it looking ultra-soft, more 
radiant appearance
• Improves skin tone and give skin a glowing 
appearance with this multitasking formula WATER DROP BURSTING PROCESS
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CLEAR FINNISH VELVETY PRIMER 

LIQUID PRIMER

This weightless, oil-free primer flawlessly covers 
wrinkes and pores for a long-lasting matte finish

- Seamlessly covers blemishes, redness, and dark 
spots
- Transparent primer with a gel cream texture that 
smoothly spreads over the face to reduce shine 
and create even skin
- Formulated with spherical powders to effectively 
soak up sweat and excess sebum without drying 
out skin
- Flawlessly fills in fine lines and pores for 
perfectly even skin
- Cream texture easily applies onto skin without 
caking or balling up and leaves skin feeling 
incredibly smooth
- Blurring effects without heavy or oily feel

KBL-CX11067
KBL-RE11365 LIQUID PRIMER

Spherical 
Powder Silicone Elastomer Layer

Silicone Elastomer

Pigment

Moisture

Sufractant Oil

SILKY SMOOTH SKIN APPEARANCE

A blend to blur and fill the lines for 
smooth skin appearance

SETTING SPRAY
CITRUS SCENTED REFRESHING 
SETTING SPRAY

An all-in-one facial mist that 
solves all of your skincare and 
makeup finishing needs. 
- Helps fix your makeup and 
refreshes skin. Moisturizing 
and Setting
- Dries matte and leaves a 
smooth makeup look that 
lasts longer
- Silky mist delivers hydrating 
effects without being greasy or 
sticky on the skin
- Can be used overtop of 
makeup as a setting spray or 
alone as a skincare finisher

HOW TO USE 
Shake well and spray on top 
of makeup to set. 

KBL-RE11419
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A nutrient-rich vitamin C infused serum stimulates the production of collagen in the 
skin to help keep skin moisturized and minimize signs of aging.

BENEFITS 
Vitamin C evens out your skin tone, shield the skin from pollution effects, 
signifcantly improves hydration, and keep your skin looking younger for longer.
Proven antioxidant properties that boost firmerfeeling skin
Skincare experts around the world consider it an anti-aging superstar
Helps boost collagen production, filling in fine lines and wrinkles-Is great for 
protecting your skin from damage—especially from the sun’s UVA and UVB rays. 
Is great for reducing redness. It evens skin tone.

ingredients
Water (Aqua), Glycerin, Butylene Glycol, Polyglycerin-10, Carbomer, Xanthan Gum, 
Sodium Hyaluronate, 3-O-Ethyl Ascorbic Acid, Acrylates/C10-30 Alkyl Acrylate 
Crosspolymer, Sodium Hydroxide, PPG-26-Buteth-26, PEG-40 Hydrogenated Castor Oil, 
Phenoxyethanol,Chlorphenesin, Fragrance.

Peptides
Produce more collagen 
and repair damaged cell 

structures

Vitamin C
An antioxidant sourced 
from citrus, helps boost 

skin collagen

Lemon 
An anti-bacterial agent 

that helps acne as well as 
brightens skin

Apple
Boost collagen in skin to 
reduce the appearance of 

fine lines and wrinkles

VITAMIN C SERUM

To use: Pump a few drops of this serum 
into your fingertips or the palm of your 
hand. For best results rub your fingers 

together to warm up the serum. Pat the 
serum into your face and neck.

STIMULATES THE PRODUCTION OF COLLAGEN 
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GLYCOLIC ACID

Peptides
Makes more collagen 

and repairs damaged cell 
structure.

Vitamin C 
An antioxidant that helps 

boost collagen in skin

Glycolic Acid
Derived from sugar cane. 
Is known in the industry 
as an anti-aging agent

Vitamin E
Treats wrinkles by 

supporting new skin cell 
growth and speeding up 

cell regeneration

A serum infused with Glycolic Acid to help with anti-aging and radiance that promotes natural skin 
glow by priming skin for nutrient absorption. 

BENEFITS

Dead skin cells are sloughed off revealing smoother, brighter, younger looking skin, known for its 
exfoliation properties, effectively removing the outermost layer of dead cells from the complexion, 
revealing brighter, fresher skin.
Helps treat scarring, skin discoloration and signs of aging, like fine lines and wrinkles. Boosts 
collagen production, which is brilliant for plumping up the skin.

ingredients

Water (Aqua), Organic Aloe Barbadensis Leaf (Aloe), Glycolic Acid, Squalane, Lactic Acid, Isopropyl Palmitate 

(Palm Oil), Hydrogenated Castor Oil, Kosher Vegetable Glycerin, Cetearyl Alcohol, Cetearyl Glucoside, Stearyl 

Alcohol, Cetyl Alcohol, Sodium Hydroxide, Ubiquinone (Coenzyme Q10), Tocopheryl Acetate (Vitamin E 

Acetate), Phytic Acid, Phospholipids, Tocopheryl (Antioxidant), Lecithin, Pyrus Malus (Apple), Citrus Medica 

Limonum (Lemon), Saccharum Officinarum (Sugar Cane), Dipeptide Diaminobutyroyl Benzylamide Diacetate 

(peptides), Cymbopogon Schoenanthus (Lemongrass), Ascorbyl Palmitate (Vitamin C Palmitate), Acetyl 

Hexapeptide-3, Sclerotium Gum, Potassium Sorbate, Xanthan Gum, Phenoxyethanol, Benzyl Alcohol.

ACCELERATES SKIN REGENERATION AND HELPS REMOVE DEAD SKIN CELLS

To use: Pump a few drops of this serum 
into your fingertips or the palm of your 
hand. For best results rub your fingers 

together to warm up the serum. Pat the 
serum into your face and neck.
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LACTIC ACID

Salicylic Acid 
Dissolves the type 

of skin debris that clogs 
pores and causes acne

Hyaluronic Acid 
Keeps collagen synthesis 

up, as well as retain-
ing skin moisture, con-

tributing to the anti aging 
benefits to the skin.

Lactic Acid
Derived derived from 

(sour) milk. Helps reduce 
acne breakouts and the 
appearance of wrinkles 
and other signs of aging

Coconut Water – Deeply 
hydrates skin

Lactic acid is a serum to help with skin renewal, by 
keeping the skin plump to reduce signs of age lines 
and spots.

BENEFITS 
Effective in gently lightening skin – whether that’s 
pigmentation patches, pimple/acne scars (not deep 
ones) or simply an uneven skin tone
Buffs away dead cells that dull down the complexion

ingredients
Water (Aqua), Sodium PCA, Bisabolol (alpha), Coconut 
Endosperm, Porphyridium Extract, Fucoxanthin, Astaxanthin, 
Hydrolyzed Collagen, Hyaluronic Acid, Salicylic Acid, 
Guaizulene, Phenoxyethanol, Caprylyl Glycol, Sorbic Acid.

To use: Pump a few drops of this serum 
into your fingertips or the palm of your 
hand. For best results rub your fingers 

together to warm up the serum. Pat the 
serum into your face and neck.

ENHANCES SKIN RADIANCE AND LUMINOSITY
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HYALURONIC ACID

Licorice
A powerful antioxidant that 
helps reduce inflammation 

and lightens skin 

Pomegranate
Known to reduce wrinkles 
and fine lines caused by 

excess skin exposure 
because of their ability to 

regenerate the skin

Rosemary
Help protect skin cells 

from damage often 
caused by the sun and 

free radicals

Hibiscus
A natural antioxidant, that 
help fight skin damaging 

free radicals

A concentrated serum of hyaluronic acid that works to hydrate to skin and promote 
natural skin glow. Hyaluronic Acid can hold up to 1000x its weight in moisture making it 
an ideal ingredient for deep hydration skincare.

BENEFITS 
Penetrates the skin’s top layers to improve and benefit the skin when applied topically
Replenishes moisture that is crucial to having supple skin
Revitalizes skin’s outer layers so they look and feel softer, smoother, and, glowingly 
hydrated to instantly improve the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles

INGREDIENTS
Water (Aqua), Glycerin, Butylene Glycol, Polyglycerin-10, Carbomer, Sodium Hyaluronate, Xanthan 
Gum, Acrylates/C10-30 Alkyl Acrylate Crosspolymer, Sodium Hydroxide, PPG-26-Buteth-26, PEG-40 
Hydrogenated Castor Oil, Phenoxyethanol, Chlorphenesin, Fragrance.

To use: Pump a few drops of this serum 
into your fingertips or the palm of your 
hand. For best results rub your fingers 

together to warm up the serum. Pat the 
serum into your face and neck.

ULTRA-HYDRATING AND ANTI-INFLAMMATORY BENEFITS
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An antiaging serum that pumps the complexion with retinol and collagen.

BENEFITS
Collagen is the most common protein in the human body, securing about 30% of the body’s 
total protein content. As you age, collagen breaks down, and this reduces skin’s elasticity, 
resulting in wrinkles, saggy skin, age spots and similar effects of aging.
Elasticity of the skin prevents your face from developing wrinkles every time you make an 
expression. Collagen is a popular wrinkle filler and can also be used as a filler for scars, 
particularly those caused by acne.
Retinol is known to reduce and prevent wrinkles and preventing, fine lines , evens out 
discoloration as well as speed cell turnover, while brightens skin tone.
Retinol unclog pores making them look smaller to reducing acne.

ingredients
Water/Aqua, Butylene Glycol, Glycerin, Collagen, Retinol, Sodium Carbomer, Xanthan Gum, 
Hyaluronic Acid, Methylisothiazolinone, Iodopropynyl Butylcarbamate.

Salicylic Acid 
Dissolves the type 

of skin debris that clogs 
pores and causes acne

Hyaluronic Acid 
Keeps collagen synthesis 

up, as well as retain-
ing skin moisture, con-

tributing to the anti aging 
benefits to the skin.

Lactic Acid
Derived derived from 

(sour) milk. Helps reduce 
acne breakouts and the 
appearance of wrinkles 
and other signs of aging

Coconut Water – Deeply 
hydrates skin

COLLAGEN & RETINOL SERUM

To use: Pump a few drops of this serum 
into your fingertips or the palm of your 
hand. For best results rub your fingers 

together to warm up the serum. Pat the 
serum into your face and neck.

RESTORES ELASTICITY AND HELPS REDUCE PORE SIZE
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DOWN TO THE ESSENTIALS, ONLY 
WHAT YOUR SKIN NEEDS

RICH, SUPPLE, MOISTURIZER CREAM

The perfect match for your skin, 10 
essential ingredients to achieve the 
best skin benefits

This minimalistic stimulating cream 
contains only the essentials for your 
skin: 10 ingredients for skin care to 
achieve maximum results
Free of Phenoxiethanol, paraben, 
artificial dyes, synthetic fragrance, 
benzophenone (EWG GREEN GRADE)
- Liquid crystalline formula is high 
on moisture
- Helps create a skin barrier

WATER BASED REPAIR 
CREAM. ULTIMATE 

MOISTURIZING SKIN 
REGIMEN PROVIDES A 
RICH TEXTURE THAN 

OTHER WATER BASED 
CREAMS

KBL-RE11406 WATER FULL CREAM

THIS SUPPLE WHIPPED MOISTURIZING 
CREAM HELPS YOUR SKIN STAY SOFT 
AND SUPPLE ALL DAY LONG.

An intensive moisturizing solution for 
extremely dry skin. A rich, creamy 
moisturizer that smooths and softens 
every inch of skin. Can be used all over 
the body, and best for rough spots such 
as knees, feet, elbows and hands. 

HOW IT WORKS 
Our balanced formula works hard to 
moisturize and soothe dry skin. Key 
ingredients for moisturization help to 
reduce redness and protects your skin 
from irritation

KBL-RE11404 MOISTURE CREAMREPAIR WATER BASED CREAM

DAILY MOISTURIZING BASICS

SNOW MOISTURIZING CREAM
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UNICORN CLEANSER

FOAMING MOISTURIZING CLEANSER

This beautiful iridescent, color changing cleanser offers a 
customizable user experience. 
Provides rapid detoxification and removal of debris. 
Promotes healthy cell turn over and acid mantle 
fortification.  Leaves the skin feeling clean, clear, and 
hydrated.

CHARACTERISTICS
Liquid Detox, AM & PM
•Exfoliator + Decongestant
•Deep Cleanse without Stripping
•Can be left on the Skin as a Mini Mask
•Hydrating
•Apply to Dry Skin, Remove with Water

BENEFITS
•Congested skin treatment + prevention
•Clarifies, purifies, and provides deep cleansing.
•Removes dead skin cells and excess sebum
•Clears pores
•Effectively removes makeup
•Non-stripping/drying
•Enriched with Glycolic Acid * lactic Acid
•Infused with orange essential oil

Watch this refreshing, luscious
formula transform and change colors 
before your eyes!

GENTLY REMOVES MATTE, 
GLOSSY OR CREAMY 
FORMULAS

KBL-HVG11001
KBL-HVG11002-A (COOL CUCUMBER)

KBL-HVG11005-D
KBL-HVG11006

UNICORN CLEANSER-VIOLET
KBL-HVG11007

UNICORN CLEANSER-BLUE
KBL-HVG11008

UNICORN CLEANSER-RED
KBL-HVG11009

UNICORN CLEANSER-HONEY
KBL-HVG11010

UNICORN CLEANSER-JADE
KBL-HVG11011

UNICORN CLEANSER-SILVER SEA
KBL-HVG11012

UNICORN CLEANSER-LAVA
KBL-RE11412

WHITE UNICORN
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THE SECRET TO THIS LUSCIOUS GLISTENING 
EFFECT OF THIS CLEANSER IS OUR OWN METAL 

OXIDE LAYER THICKNESS FORMULA, WHERE 
MULTIPLE SURFACES REFLEC LIGHT AND GIVE A 

PEARL LUSTER FINISH!

UNICORN CLEANSER COLORS

Watch this refreshing, luscious
formula transform and change colors 
before your eyes!

VIOLET

GREEN

GOLD

RED

BLUE
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Get a gentle cleansing and 
exfoliation routine with our green 
grade formulas, experience the 

intense effects generated by pure 
ingredients. This green grade skin 

care line features 3 cleansers: 
Peeling gel, Cleansing Gel and 

Bubble wash. This 4-Step cleansing 
line helps reduce the appearance 
of pores by dissolving impurities 

and helps prevent future breakouts, 
leaving the skin bright and clean.

CLEANSING LINE

MOISTURIZING INGREDIENTS

Peeling gel
Rub this peeling gel gently 
in your skin and let it  stick 
to any contaminants, this 
will remove them from the 
epidermis.
Rich in non-harsh cellulose 
agents that act as deep 
cleansers.

Bubble Wash Foam
Palm derived natural 
cleansing ingredients
It holds oxygen-made 
bubbles 2x longer than other 
foam washers.
The infusion of oxygen 
derived from the bubbles 
helps extract any kind of 
contaminants as it smoothly 
washes away with water.

A refreshing cleansing water 
that delivers healthy gentle 
cleansing. This refreshing 
gel also works as a gentle 
toner after peeling and right 
before hydrating products.

KBL-RE11396 WHIPPED CLEANSER OXYGEN 
BUBBLE FOAM

KBL-RE11303 CLEANSING GEL (JASMINE
KBL-RE11307 PEELING GEL (ROSE)
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PUDDING BB CREAM

KBL-CTA11061 PUDDING BB
KBL-RE11376 PUDDING BBTHIS RICH MELTING BB CREAM IS 

MORE THAN 40% MOISTURE, ADHERES 
AND PROVIDES LONG LASTING 
HYDRATING COLOR

- Highly moisturizing, shape memory jelly texture
- Natural clear coverage that naturally accentuates the face’s 
best features without leaving an excessively shiny finish or 
darkening skin-tones
- Contains tinted color-corrective powder ingredients for 
long-lasting effects, as well creates a perfect match to your 
skin tone
- Water FULL-base that prevents skin moisture from 
evaporation 
- Oil-binder formula regulates oils and sebum production for 
longer-wear.

SHAPE MEMORY MECHANISM 
DELIVERS A PUDDING LIKE 

TEXTURE THAT RETAINS 
MOISTURE AND SMOOTHS 

IMPERFECTIONS
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ESSENCE SERUM MIST

2-IN -1 ESSENCE MIST

An innovative 2-in-1 essence serum mist that 
provides a burst of instant moisture for the skin
- The multi-functional, 2-in-1 products is fun to 
apply.
- A conventional mist when sprayed far from the 
skin
- A gel mist when sprayed close to the skin
- Contains natural moisturizing factors including 
sodium hyaluronate and polyglutamic acid, which 
natural moisturize the skin
- Micro emulsion formula penetrates deeply into 
the skin for lon-lasting moisture

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL
FORMULA FUNCTIONS AS A 
CONVENTIONAL MIST WHEN 

SPRAYED FROM AFAR AND AS A GEL 
MIST WHEN SPRAYED UP-CLOSE

LOW ENERGY PROCESSING
GEL CAN BE MADE AT ROOM 

TEMPERATURE WITH REGULAR 
PADDLE MIXING

WHEN GEL IS RUBBED, WATER IS 
RELEASED IMMEDIATELY

CONVENTIONAL MIST GEL MIST

 KBL-RE11413-ESSENCE SERUM MIST
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SUPPLE AND HYDRATING OILS AND SERUMS

CBD INFUSED SKIN CARE

Cannabis possess many healing 
benefits, and your skin care can 
benefit from its properties.
Known as an anti-inflammatory, 
with anti-aging and antioxidant 
properties it also contains 
omega-3, omega-6 and fatty 
acids that moisturize, soften and 
help protect from sun damage.

The collection of face serums 
and body oils penetrate the 
skin’s top layers to improve and 
benefit the skin when applied 
topically.
Replenishes moisture, which is 
crucial to having supple skin.
Revitalizes skin’s outer layer 
so that it looks and feels 
softer, smoother, and, glowing  
hydrated.
The serums, tackle specific skin 
issues such as deep hydration, 
infuses collagen and retinol, it 
helps to unclog pores and helps 
with dark spots. 

How does it work?
The endocannabinoid system consists of many cannabinoid 
receptors, and a large portion of these are found in the skin. 
Molecules in cannabis such CBD interact with this system to 
create the aforementioned positive effects.
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Ingredients available:

Chamomile 

Heptapeptides complex

Vitamins 

Cucumber

Peach

Licorice root extract

Aloe Vera

GLEAMING PEELING MASK
BEAUTIFUL FINISH PEELING MASK

These face masks apply 
on a  #instaworthy layer 

of glam. Peel off and 
reveal your better-

brighter (even more) 
beautiful you!

GOLD
CHARCOAL

SILVER
UNICORN

CBD
BRIGHTENING

SEAWEED
FRUITS
CLAY

COLLAGEN
AND MORE!

A PEELING MASK THAT IMPROVES SKIN’S 
TEXTURE AND CLARITY.
- A natural peeling mask that improves 
skin’s texture and clarity.
- Lightweight, creamy peel-off mask.
- Helps clear out blackheads and remove 
dead skin cells
- Gentle peel off effect 
- An amazing fragrance, soft shimery mask 
with a trendy finish.
Features:
Gently removes dead skin cells with a mild 
peeling effect
Moisturizes while exfoliating
Improves skin tone 
and texture

These powerful and refreshing gel face masks 
hydrate, detoxify and firm the delicate face 
contour in just 10 minutes. A unique combination 
of hydrolyzed collagen and humectants work 
to improve the look of fine lines and puffiness, 
leaving the face area smooth, revitalized and 
radiant.

It is excellent to calm and soothe irritated skin 
after sun exposure, peels, waxing, facials, and 
sebumextractions, and may be used under the 
eye area to help reduce the look of puffiness.

DIRECTIONS
Use enclosed spatula to scoop the gel mask. 
Gently apply onto clean, dry, face area. Relax and 
enjoy for 10-15 minutes. Wash with lukewarm 
water and gently pat with a towel to dry.

BENEFITS
Congested skin treatment + prevention
Clarifies and purifies pores
Reduces puffiness and sagginess 

DEEP HYDRATING GEL FACE MASK
KBL-RE11308 MASK (ROSE PETALS)

KBL-RE11310 MASK (LAVENDER)
KBL-RE11309 (JASMINE PETALS)

INDULGE IN THE BEAUTIFUL 
PETALS AND REFRESHING 

TEXTURE OF THESE MASKS,  
RESTORE THE NATURAL GLOW 
AND SOFTNESS OF YOUR SKIN.
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KBL-RE11308 MASK (ROSE PETALS)
KBL-RE11310 MASK (LAVENDER)
KBL-RE11309 (JASMINE PETALS)

ANTI-AGING FACE OIL CAPSULES 

An intensive moisturizing oil blend packed with vitamins, 
ideal for dry and aging skin. Can be used before or after 
moisturizing.

Contains white dragon flower extract, this rare himalayan 
flowers known to be effective in reducing fine lines and 
wrinkles with constant use. Works as a skin conditioning 
agent leaving it smooth and soft.

Solomon Oil, a rare, deep absorbing oil that adds to 
skin’s natural process of regeneration. 

Bisabolol, which tackles skin inflammation and contains 
high amounts of panthenol (vitamin B) is known to help 
reduce fine lines with constant use.

FACIAL OIL CAPSULES
SUPPLE, VITAMIN RICH, INDIVIDUAL FACE OIL CAPSULES
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SALT SCRUBS
WHIPPED BODY POLISHING SCRUBS FOR RADIANT COMPLEXION 

BODY SCRUBS DETOXIFY AND IMPROVE SKIN 
CIRCULATION, THIS HELPS PREVENT THE 
APPARITION OF WRINKLES AND RIDS THE SKIN OF 
DEAD CELLS, PROMOTING NATURAL GLOW

With essential oils added for extra soft skin.

HIMALAYAN PINK SALT SCRUB
Found naturally, deep within the pristine Himalayan Mountains, 
Himalayan Pink Salt is pure and hand-mined.
For centuries, has been used as natural remedy for a variety of 
health issues. 

SUGAR SALT SCRUB
This sweet, fragrant body scrub removes rough and flaky skin, 
dead cells, leaving it silky and moisturized, restoring a healthy 
vibrant glow to the skin. Infused with natural fatty acids that layer 
down, protect and keep skin moisturized.

COFFEE SALT SCRUB
This scrub is a reviving blend of soothing oils and coffee, a 
natural energy booster and detoxifier, leaves skin radiant and 
smooth.
Caffeine is known to help stimulate blood 
flow and help reduce the appearance 
of cellulite, eczema, stretch marks, and 
age spots; Caffeine is commonly used in 
cellulite creams.

KBL-SH12 SCRUB

WHAT IT IS
A simple, affordable, results-driven, one-minute, anti-
aging skin care system that makes it look as if you spent 
hours on your skin. The hassle of a lengthy skincare 
routine is a thing of the past. Yet the visible results of the 
one-facial-pad-per day skincare system are so apparent. 
It’s a great alternative to expensive laser treatments.

WHAT IT DOES 
No other product on the market provides all of the 
necessary anti-aging formulas in one convenient 
package. Facial Pads provides the three necessary 
formulas in one box, each on separately sealed 
disposable pads that fit easily over your fingertips for 
effortless application. Three unique formulas, one pad per 
day, it’s genius! Each of the 3 pads contains a different 
and unique formulation critical to the anti-aging process 
to firm, lift, even coloration, brighten, exfoliate, rejuvenate 
and protect ALL IN ONE EASY STEP PER DAY!

DIRECTIONS
Simply remove the top pad from your Facial Pads 
container and place two fingers into the sleeve of the 
individually sealed pad, remove the seal and GENTLY 
apply to clean dry skin. DO NOT SCRUB. DO NOT 
REMOVE PRODUCT from skin, but allow it to dry 
naturally. Follow with the application of moisturizer 
(we recommend Impress Deep Hydrating Moisturizing 
Cream), formulated to use with our Facial pads) as 
needed.

CUSTOM FACIAL PADS
INIDIVUAL FACIAL WIPES YOU CAN BE FILLED WITH ANY CUSTOM FORMULA YOU CHOOSE.

OUR PURIFYING FAVES
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FLOWER PETALS TONER 
NOURISHING FACE TONER WITH FLOWER PETALS

These powerful and refreshing 
face toners are ideal to nourish 
your skin after cleansing or 
exfoliating. 
The natural herbal extracts, castor 
oil and glycerin blend hydrates, 
detoxifies and firms the delicate 
face keeping it silky soft.

A unique combination of Vitamin 
E and humectants work to 
improve the look and texture of 
your skin, leaving the face area 
smooth, revitalized and radiant.

Jasmine Petals
Dendrobium Petals
Rose Petals

DIRECTIONS
Gently apply pat onto clean, 
dry, face area. After washing, 
cleansing or exfoliating, preferably 
before serums or moisturizers.

KBL-RE11013
KBL-RE11014
KBL-RE11015

TRIPHASIC MAKE UP REMOVER
HYPOALLERGENIC MAKE UP REMOVING SPRAY

3 phase cleanser that uses a subtle heating 
effect to melt down all traces of makeup in one 
easy step
- Massage on skin to activate a slight warming 
sensation, which helps open up pores to 
better target blackheads and stubborn makeup 
residue
- Unique water-soluble formula enhanced with 
mineral oil and ester oil completely dissolve 
and rinse makeup
- Boosts condition of skin by leaving skin 
feeling fresh and moisturized, using hydrating 
ingredients like glycerin
- Skin feels softer and smoother without 
tightness or feeling dry
- Does not leave uncomfortable residue on 
skin

CLEANSING LAYER
- MELTS AWAY ALL IMPURITIES AND MAKEUP
- TAKES DOWN ALL TRACES OF MAKEUP!

BOOSTING LAYER
- PENETRATES DEEP MOISTURE, WITHOUT LEAVING SKIN 
GREASY

HEATING & MOISTURE LAYER
- REMOVES BLACKHEADS WITH MINOR HEATING EFFECT
- SKIN FEELS SOFT AND NURTURED WITH HYDRATION

KBL RE-11395 TRIPHASIC MAKEUP REMOVER
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SNOW CLEANSER

ONE STROKE, GENTLE MAKEUP REMOVAL

THIS BALM TO OIL, ALL-IN-ONE STICK 
MELTS IN THE SKIN AND CLEANSES

- An oil-based stick cleanser with 
excellent cleansing effects. Does not 
feel like any ordinary oil based or gel 
cleansers
- Its stick format cleans without causing 
a mess, making it very easy to use
- Portable rolling small stick type delivery
- Solid formula that melts when in 
contact with the skin

KEY INGREDIENTS
COCOA BUTTER
Protects and conditions skin
SHEA BUTTER
Supplies moisture to dry skin

DEAD SKIN CELLS 
AND MAKEUP

WHEN ROLLING THE STICK, 
CHANGES FROM BALM TO OIL 

THAT CLEANS DEEPLY AND 
SMOOTHS 

KBL-CTA11392
KBL-RE11405

Keep your skin looking young and 
free of blemishes

On the Spot Mask is an effective, 
color changing treatment  
for acne-prone skin to help eliminate 
blemishes and prevent  
future breakouts. 

WHAT IT DOES 

The On the Spot Mask delivers 
healing ingredients directly to the 
site of the inflamed skin. Applied 
green, the mask turns red once it’s 
“on the spot” and penetrates to the 
core of the problem to quickly heal 
existing blemishes and prevent the 
occurrence of new ones.

ON THE SPOT
SPOT-TREATMENT CLEANSING MASK KBL-RE11384

THE  BENZOYL PEROXIDE BLEND 
ACTS FAST PENETRATING AND 

HEALING THE CLOGGED PORES 
THAT CAUSE ACNE 
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NATURAL EXTRA GENTLE FACE CLEANSER 
THAT REMOVES IMPURITIES AND MAKE-UP

When this bubble mask pack its in contact 
with oxygen, generates the bubbles that clean 
upthe dead cells and removes contaminants 
from the skin.
When applying the sheet mask, the serum 
activates with gentle touch and works pulling 
contaminants from the skin, getting rid of dead 
skin cells and blackheads that clogg pores.

INSTRUCTIONS:
1- Wash your face and use a skin tonner 
before applying the mask sheet.
2- Carefully extract the mask and apply. Gently 
pass your fingers along the face to absorb the 
essence and activate more bubbles.
3- After 15-20 minutes remove the mask. 
4- Wash your face with clean water.

BUBBLE MASK
OXYGEN BUBBLE FACE MASK

KBL-CTA11070 CHARCOAL BUBBLE MASK

BEFORE AFTER

Contains black 
soybean extract, 
rich  in isoflavone 

which controls sebum 
production. Leaves skin 
smooth and youthful-

looking.

Contains papain a 
protease component 
that gently sweeps 

away dead skin cells 
while papaya enzymes 
invigorate the skin so 
you wake up to softer, 
plumper, glowing skin.

INGREDIENTS

BIO-CELLULOSE EYE MASK
INTENSE HYDRATION UNDER EYE MASK TO PREVENT FINE LINES

KBL-CTA11027 BIO-CELLULOSE 
EYE MASK

COOLING SOOTHING - JEJU KELP UNDER EYE 
MASK FOR BALANCED AND REPLENISHED SKIN. 
Kelp is rich in natural moisturizing ingredients, such 
as vitamins C, E, and minerals, so it protects the 
skin with moisturizing power. It helps to maintain 
moisture and gives the skin brightness and 
elasticity.
Helps the retraction of fine wrinkles.
Alginic acid essence delivers fresh moisture with a 
cool cooling effect like a mass of water.

BIOMIMETIC WATER
Total care solution containing biomimetic water rich 
in effective ingredients like minerals, peptides, and 
proteins revitalizes exhausted skin cells through 
simulating various physiological activities.
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SEAWEED SKIN RENEWAL BOOSTER MASK

A deep skin cleansing treatment that merges the power 
of different natural extracts, minerals, zinc and seaweed 
species: 
Kelp, Agar, Enteromorpha Compressa, Codium 
Tomentosum, and Giant Kelp.

Leaves the skin protected, conditioned and noticeable 
brighter.
The powerful seaweed algae mix works as a exfoliant 
and deeply purifies and draws out heavy metals and 
contaminant build up. 

Seaweed Powder is a rich source of vitamins including 
vitamins B12 (not found in land plants), vitamin E, amino 
acids, minerals, trace elements, and other nutrients. 

It helps to stimulate  circulation which gives skin a healthy, 
revitalize and glowing appearance. Seaweed contains 
fatty acids to combat skin irritation and inflammation; and 
may assist with skin ailments such as acne, psoriasis and 
eczema.

INSTRUCTIONS:
- EXTRACT TWO SPOONS OF THE 
SEAWEED SKIN RENEWAL BOSTER 
MASK POWDER INTO A CERAMIC 
OR GLASS BOWL
- ADD WATER AND MIX UNTIL 

TEXTURE IS EVEN
- PLACE THE GAUZE SQUARES ON 
THE SKIN AND APPLY THE MASK 
ON TOP OF THE GAUZE
- LEAVE ON FOR 15-20 MINUTES
- RINSE WITH LUKEWARM WATER

1

3

2

4

HOW TO USE
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KBL-CTA11038

Pore Strips are the best way to deep 
cleanse clogged pores without causing 
skin damage

The two step nose strip contains:
Step 1: A deep cleansing pore strip 
enriched with charcoal. Charcoal drives 
out impurities like a magnet, a powerful 
agent that acts buffing away and 
extracting dirt and impurities from the 
pores.

Step 2: Soothing pore strip, which eases 
the quick recovery of the fresh open 
skin pores, infused with tea tree which 
thightens and helps maintain pores clean.

Two-phase balancing cream, 
moisturizing and nourishing

- Ceramide and oil capsules are 
complemented in a double moisturizer cream.
Ceramides and plant-derived moisturizing 
ingredients supply oisture to the skin, 
provide primary moisturizing layer. Capsules 
containing the vegetable oil will burst and 
form a second water-retaining shield for 
even longer hydration.
- Silky gel-type cream spreading gently on skin
- High-molecular polymer-containing 
formulation evenly delivers the nutrients 
over the surface and once spread onto 
skin, provides affluent moisture for better 
moisturizing and bouncing feeling.

PROTECT

CERAMIDES 
CARE AND 
HYDRATE 
FORMING A 
PROTECTING 
LAYER 

MOISTURIZERS

OIL
CAPSULES

MOIST NETWORK LAYER MOISTURIZING AGENTS

Adhesion 
to network 
structure

PREVENT
EVAPORATION

STRENGTHEN
SKIN BARRIER

ENHANCE
ELASTICITY

KBL-CTA11043
PORE CLEANSING AND THIGHTENING KIT

TWO STEP PORE STRIP
AN OIL CAPSULE THAT SOFTENS AND HYDRATES AT ONCE

CAPSULE MOISTURE CREAM
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BRIGTHTENING FACIAL MASK, FOR 
PROBLEM SPOTS

This sheet mask infuses a brightening and 
moisturizing effect for problem areas such 
as under eye circles, dark spots or acne 
scars.

This sheet mask contains 

Marigold flower:
Helps boost collagen production and hydrates 
skin, also attributed to help speed up the natural 
process of skin repair.

Chamomile:
Reduces skin inflammation and irritation, and 
helps soothe skin rashes.

Tilia flower:
Helps protects the skin against aging and sun 
exposure that damages elasticity.

Cornflower:
It has cooling and toning properties, helps restore 
the elasticity on mature skin.

Liquorice root extract:
Helps diminish the appearance of dark under-eye 
circles, discoloration and age spots.

A BRIGHTENING MASK FOR DARK SPOTS

A HYDRATING SHEET MASK SYSTEM

KBL-TEI001 BRIGHTENING MASK

Apply sheet mask over the face 
and leave 15-20 mins., until the 
serum its completely absorbed on 
the skin. 

KBL-SUW003 VITA C
KBL-SUW002 BIRDS NEST
KBL-SUW004 COLLAGEN

KBL-SUW005 AQUA

COLOR CHANGING FACE MASK

These fun and supple sheet masks 
are infused with hydrating and 
brightening  face serums, apply for 
10 to 15 min and watch it change 
colors right before your eyes! 

What’s in it?

Chamomile:
Reduces skin inflammation and irritation, 
and helps soothe skin rashes.

Liquorice root extract:
Helps diminish the appearance of dark 
under-eye circles, discoloration and age 
spots.

Panax ginsen root extract:
Ginseng is a skin emollient, protectant 
and tonic

Allantoin
Helps boost collagen production and 
hydrates skin, also attributed to help 
speed up the natural process of skin 
repair.

Aloe Barbadensis
Aloe penetrates the layers of the skin 
and delivers powerful antioxidants
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COLOR CHANGING FACE MASK

Foil
Moisturizing

Matrix Bamboo 
sheet

KBL-CTA11040

LUXURY TEXTURE WITH MOISTURE LOCK SYSTEM

GOLD FOIL FACE MASK

Brightening, Firming & Hydrating luxury face 
mask
- Foil combined with eco-friendly non-woven 
(tancel skin)
- Essence is pre-moistened.
- Deep penetration of active ingredient to 
skin by wrapping effect
- Better adhesion
- Mesh material inserted in the middle of the 
mask for the
convenience use
- Good adhesion
- Long-lasting & Deep hydration effect
MOISTURE LOCK SYSTEM
- The 3 layered sheet prevents evaporation of 
essence
- A Lock in moisture for fast 
and deep penetration of 
active ingredients
- Keep the warmth by 
protecting skin temperature

Intense Nourishing
Anti-aging

Brightening up

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:
GOLD, ASCOPHYLLUM NODOSUM EXTRACT, 
PORTULACA OLERACEA

- ACTIVATES THE PROCESS OF CELL RENEWAL
- HELPFUL IN ELIMINATION OF TOXINS AND 
COMBATING DAMAGES
- ANTI-AGING PROPERTIES AND MAKES YOUR SKIN 
LOOKS YOUNG
- IMPROVES CIRCULATION OF BLOOD

ANTI-AGING FACIAL MASK, HIGHLY CONCENTRATED COLLAGEN INFUSION

This collagen face mask is an 
instant infusion of much need-
ed collagen through your skin 
follicles and sweat glands, known 
to be the second best option for 
maximum collagen infusion (after 
injections), resulting in suppleness,  
elasticity and youthful skin.

Collagen is one of the pro-
teins in your body that 
supports healthy skin. Es-
pecially type 1 collagen, 
which is found in muscles, 
bones, skin, blood vessels, 
digestive system and ten-
dons. It’s what gives skin 
strength and elasticity, as 
well replaces dead skin cells.

COLLAGEN INFUSION FACE MASK
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HANDY AND BEAUTIFUL MASSAGE TOOL

STIMULATING JADE ROLLER

The centuries-old secret tool that enhances 
the results of your 
skin-care products and helps reafirm skin

- Constant pressing movements result on 
boosting of blood circulation

- The cold Jade stone reduces under-eye 
swelling and help products absorb better into 
your skin.

- Pro tip: Pop one in the fridge a few minutes 
prior to rolling for an extra cooling effect.

- Use the massage roller to mitigate fatigue 
or swollen face muscles, by simply rolling 
upwards on temples and forehead

- It’s said by holistic and spiritual guides that 
Jade stone helps with anxiety and fatigue, also 
protects against negative energy.

Use its roller with your favorite skin-care 
products, like a hydrating serum, to help plump 
up skin, allowing the product to fully penetrate 
the skin.

TRENDS 2018
KBL11060

A HANDY, COMPACT BLOTTING 
PAPER THAT REMOVES EXCESS 
OIL FROM THE SKIN WHILE 
INFUSING A FRESH, NATURAL 
RADIANT TOUCH OF COLOR

- This portable blotting paper 
is the perfect accesory to carry 
everywhere for a natural touch of 
glow or blush.
- Absorbs excess oil and sweat, 
leaving skin with a clean fresh 
radiance. 
- Packaged in a booklet style with 
easy to tear up paper that does not 
break.
- Also, available for an exquisite 
touch of color for lips, moisturizes 
and adds a soft natural tint.

Colors available:
BLUSH
HIGHLIGHTER
LIP TINT 

BLOTTING PAPER
REMOVES OIL AND LEAVES AN EXQUISITE TOUCH OF COLOR
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SPRAY FOUNDATION
AIRBRUSH FINISH WITH AN EASY APPLICATOR

KBL-RE11388 SPRAY 
FOUNDATION MEDIUM

See the video demonstration

DUAL EYESHADOW & EYELINER PENCIL
CREAMY EYESHADOW WITH GREAT COLOR PAYOFF AND EYELINER

KBL-VIA ELN1109-3
DUAL EYESHADOW & 

EYELINER PENCIL

Creamy-feel shimmering eyeshadow with shiny 
pigment with applicator sponge 

- Intense formula allows color to show off its 
true color and shine, by raising its transparency
- Cloudy creamy soft texture that adheres onto 
skin for a smooth laydown of satin and luster 
with long-lasting wear
- Includes in one end: A specially designed 
applicator sponge for minimized product spillage
- Almost wet-feel formula ultra-blendable, highly 
pigmented shimmering formula that coats the 
eyelids without gaps

Stroked precission eyeliner end

- Applies easily over lash line for a deep 
coverage and intense color strokes
- Long-wearing gel eyeliner pencil that does not 
smudge
- Specially designed wide tip for sharp lines and 
seamless application
- This delicate eyeliner tip allows you to 
effortlessly create a bold, dynamic line in one 
stroke.

Spray foundation of high coverage. Get 
an airbrushed finish for less the price and 
effort!

- Gently covers blemishes, redness, and 
dark spots for a seamless skin tone
- Leaves an ideal amount of luminosity on 
skin for a rich coverage with a dewy finish
- Evens out skin tone to give a smooth, 
airbrushed, yet 
natural look
- A beautiful luminous foundation that will 
give you a healthy glow while evening out 
skin tone, covering imperfections

How to use:
1. Shake and apply within 5 inches of 

distance accross the T zone and 
cheeks.

2. With a blender sponge, perfect any 
build-up or uneven areas and let it dry.

https://vimeo.com/259385679
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A SOFT-BOUNCY TEXTURE 
COMPACT THAT ACHIEVES A 
POWDERY TEXTURE 

- Jelly pact includes within a thight 
moisturizing yet powdery 
- This formula contains active 
ingredients that provides a filling 
texture that covers pores and 
wrinkles
- The moisturizing ingredients 
minimizes dryness and prevents 
cakey look
- Fine powders control oil and 
sebum production

JELLY PACT
SEBUM CONTROL PACT + BALM MOISTURIZER

Hemi-Spherical Powder Lysine Powder

KBL-CTA11066-JELLY PACT

WEIGHTLESS MOUSSE TEXTURE 
FOUNDATION WITH FEATHERLIKE 
TEXTURE FEELS ALMOST BARE ON 
SKIN BUT ADHERES TO SKIN FOR 
LONG WEAR

This oil-free semi-matte foundation 
provides buildable coverage with a 
nice blendability, leaving no tackiness 
or sticky residue
- Soften and blurs visible lines and 
wrinkles
- Gives the skin a soft, velvety finish 
without looking flat or dull
- Oil free formula that keeps your 
complexion clear and soft-matte finish 
with medium coverage

SELLING POINT:
TRENDY FORMULA 
FEELS WEIGHTLESS ON THE 
SKIN
IDEAL FOR A QUICK 
RETOUCH

FEATHERLIKE FACE FITTING FOUNDATION 
FOR FLAWLESS DEWY SKIN

MOUSSE FOUNDATION KBL-SH1242
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KBL-CTA11041

Pore Patches are the best way 
to deep cleanse clogged pores 
without causing skin damage

Tea Tree oil & salicylic acid cares 
for acne-prone skin. 

Leave-on treatment, delivers 
key ingredients directly into the 
problem spot in 8 to 12 hours, use 
it at night and wake-up acne free!

 Transparent film makes move-free 
while wearing the patch. 
  Easy & Simple to use though 
pre-cut line on the support film.

Tea tree oil Versatile ingredient which helps to aid in 
the healing process of damaged skin and 
refreshed healthy skin.

Grapeseed 
extract

Anti-bacterial. Regulates oily skin.

Salicylic acid Smooth the dead skin cells so that the active 
ingredient can be penetrated into the area for 
anti-bacteria action that causes acne.

Phytophingosine Very effective for bacterial, especially cause acne.
Moisturize skin.

BEFORE

BEFORE

AFTER

AFTER

Flexible PU Film can easily adheres to the contour area of the face.   
Protects your skin from harmful external factors.

ANTI ACNE SPOT PATCH

ANTI ACNE TREATING PATCH

BOUNCE MOISTURIZER TO 
HYDRATE AND BRIGHTEN

Delivers hydrating and 
brightening benefits allowing 
skin to visibly bounce back 
from dryness and dullness to 
a brighter, firmer, healthier-
looking complexion.

SAKE BALM
HYDRATE AND BRIGHTEN

REDUCES
EXPRESSION 
LINES AND 
DEEPLY
HYDRATES

KBL-RE11382-SAKE BALM
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A GENTLE CINNAMON PLUMPER FOR 
NATURALLY FULLER, VOLUMINOUS 
LIPS 

The micro-exfoliating particles leave lips 
moisturized, this soft creamy formula 
contains natural oils and vitamin E that 
deliver a voluminous, plumping effect.

Cinnamon is a natural plumping 
ingredient, when absorbed, enhances 
blood circulation causing a mild 
“swelling” of the lip tissue. Resulting in 
fuller, smoother, perfectly plumped lips 
ready to go bare or prepared for lipstick 
application.

CREAMY LIP PLUMPER FOR FULLER, VOLUMINOUS LIPS

CINNAMON LIP PLUMPER
KBL-RE11407 UNIQUE JELLY TO LIQUID TRANSFORMING TEXTURE

JELLY MIST

Jelly-like texture in a bottle sprays like 
a normal mist, and transforms to jelly 
Moisture and hydrates skin giving a 
dewy look 
- Easily sprays on without dripping 
down from face
- Water soluble polysacchaqride gel 
network effectively moisturizes skin and 
keeps skin comfortable
- Made from a water soluble polysaccharide 
gel network that effectively moisturizes skin 
up to 3x better than regular hydrating mists
- Its main ingredient AQUAPHYLINE is a 
hydrolized viola tricolor extract, provides 
a long-lasting, refreshing effect
- Rich in oligosaccharides from wild 
pansies, an effective regulator of the 
epidermal hydration process 
- Stimulates the 
synthesis of aquaporines 
a protein present on the 
epidermis that increases 
water binding capacity of 
the skin, this results on 
deep moisture

POLYOLS, 

WATER, 

MOISTURIZER

MOISTURIZING EFFECT

SINTHESIZED AQUAPORINES

KBL-CTA11062
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MOISTURIZING SOOTHING SEAWEED

SEAWEED SOOTHING MASK - MOISTURIZE

Hizikia Fusiforme is richer in vitamins A, 
iron, and calcium than other seaweeds in 
the sea. It give nutrients, moisture, and 
vitality to rough and dry skin. This help to 
create clear and clean skin by
enhancing the skin tone.

Alginic acid is a sticky mucilage dietary 
fiber that is produced when seaweeds 
such as seaweed or kelp are called water. 
It is known as an ingredient  that increases 
the moisture retention of the skin and 
helps to purify pores.

BIOIMETIC WATER 
Total care solution containing biomimetic 
water rich in effective ingredients like 
minerals, peptides, and proteins revitalizes 
exhausted skin cells through simulating 
various physiological activities.

KBL-EI1101 KBL-EC00

SEAWEED PURIFYING ESSENCE DRYING MASK

The Seaweed Mask brings excel-
lent purifying benefits thanks to its 
green clay mask enriched with Jeju 
Kelp seaweed extracts.

Renew your skin every day with a 
mixture of seaweed ingredients that 
renews the skin with a single use
and upgrades your skin  brightness, 
renewing your natural glow
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HYDRATING MARULA FACE MIST
SOOTHING AND MOISTURIZING FACE OIL MIST

TEXTURE- GEL TYPE MIST FORMULA FOR 
LONG LASTING HYDRATION

- The formula contains a high content of 
betaine, which is effective in skin soothing, 
glycerine and plant ingredients that hydrate 
the skin. The skin feels deeply hydrated 
immediately after application.- Moisturizing 
and nourishing ingredients are condensed in 
the gel formation, and they form a protection 
layer when applied on the skin, which 
prevents water from evaporating.- Unlike 
other water mists that evaporate quickly, the 
gel formula provides long lasting hydration 
when applied.
Luminous finish with non oily finish

- How to use- Whenever skin feels dry, spray 
the formula 2-3 times at a distance of 20-
30cm. Pat to absorb.

KBL-RE11414 MINERAL SPRAY (MARULA OIL)

Spherical 
Powder Silicone Elastomer Layer

Silicone Elastomer

Pigment

Moisture

Sufractant Oil

FACIAL TONE UP

HIGH PERFORMANCE CREAM

Prevemptive high-performance 
anti-aging care. 

This revitalizing cream reveals 
beautifully resilient-looking smooth 
skin and creates the foundation 
for a more youthful look. Skin 
becomes visibly refined while 
the appearance of fine lines and 
wrinkles are diminished. Skin feels 
dewy, soft and fully moisturized.
- Bio-Revitalizing Complex helps 
protect skin from environmental 
aggressors.
- Super Bio-Hyaluronic Acid N 
keeps skin plump and helps protect 
against dryness.
- To use: apply each morning and 
night after cleansing and softening.

KBL-RE11385 FACIAL TONE UP
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Silicone Elastomer

Pigment

Moisture

Sufractant Oil

ORGANIC MILK BABY CARE
GENTLE SKIN CARE FOR EXQUISITE DELICATE SKIN

Organic milky 
soft baby care
HYDRATING SHAMPOO

2 IN 1 HAIR AND BODY CLEANSER

HYDRATING HYPOALERGENIC BODY LOTION

ANTI-IRRITATION CREAM

KBL-RE11240 (95% NATURAL BABY 
CARE CREAM)

KBL-RE11237 (ORGANIC BABY HAIR 
SHAMPOO)

KBL-RE11225 (TEAR FREE*ORGANIC 
BABY BODY WASH)

KBL-RE11238 (95% NATURAL BABY OIL)
KBL-RE11241 (ORGANIC BABY OIL)
KBL-RE11239 (95% NATURAL BABY 

CARE LOTION)
KBL-RE11227 (ORGANIC BABY CARE 

LOTION)

KBL-CTA11039

HYDROGEL NECK LIFT
LIFT AND FIRMING V-LINE PATCH

Firming & Anti-inflammation luxury neck mask.
Famous for their presence as a K-Beauty best 
seller, this mask works like a thightening corset 
that firmly grasps around the neck and chin area. 

Clinical Tested: Skin sagging decreased 2.18% 
after 2 weeks and 2.78% after 4 weeks.
Cheeks and face line wrinkle improvement 
treatment.
Provides silky skin with elastic care.
Comfortable & easy to use
High fit concentrate hydro gel infused with 
caffeine, collagen and adenosine.

- Adenosine is a cutting edge 
ingredient that works as a skin 
restoring agent, provides anti-
wrinkle effects and smooths skin 
surface.
- Caffeine improves blood 
circulation and is proven to 
reduce inflammation and swelling.
- Collagen is the most common 
protein in the human body, 
securing about 30% of the 
body’s total protein content. 
Its the agent of elasticity, skin 
thightening, and color uniformity. 

THE COMBINATION OF THIS 
SERUM AND THIGHTENING 

ACCESORY TEMPORARILY LIFTS 
THE JAWLINE WHITIN MINUTES 

PROVIDING INSTANT, NOTICEABLE 
RESULTS. THE CONSISTENT USE 

OF THIS HYDROVEL V-LINE PATCH 
RESULTS IN PERMANENT LIFTING 

RESULTS.
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A GENTLE, DUAL-PHASE LIQUID 
FORMULA ENHANCED WITH 
CONDITIONING OILS

Suitable for normal and sensitive skin 
types, this conditioning formula leaves 
skin moisturized and removes even the 
thoughest mascara cosmetics without 
leaving oiliness or irritation.
Enriched with natural conditioning oils and 
vitamins for smooth and brighter skin
BATANA OIL
Known for its improving effects on stretch marks 
and scars, conditions pores and promotes skin 
regeneration
ARGAN OIL
Effective as an accelerative for healing irritated 
or dry skin. Ideal for skin issues like inflammation 
caused by acne.
AVOCADO OIL
Rich in oleic acid and omega-6, a powerful 
antioxidant that nourishes hair and skin, repairing 
skin deterioration effects, leaves skin brighter 
promotes elasticity and sebum regulation
ALMOND OIL
Boosts hair and skin health, lightening the skin, 
reducing inflammation, preventing premature aging 
and promoting skin circulation
ENRICHED WITH VITAMINS A, B1, B2 B6 AND D

EYE & LIP MAKE UP REMOVER
GENTLE MAKEUP REMOVER FOR SENSITIVE SKIN KBL-RE11394

CLOUD CLEANSER
ALL IN ONE FACE CLEANSER

Adelicious blend of cloud fluff in a 
jar, for your face. 
This super soft foamy feeling 
cleanser is heavenly scented and 
made with natural ingredients. 
Once massaged gently into the 
skin the softening peptides provide 
a non-drying foam that cleanses 
deeply each pore and leaves the 
skin smelling sweet and feeling 
moisturized.

How to use:
Apply directly into the skin and 
watch its texture change from 
cloud-like to liquid.

Indulge in its cloud-like texture 
that will leave a soft feeling and 
fragrance into your skin.

KBL-RE11405
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FULL GEL CREAM
CAPSULE GEL BASE LINE

Long lasting moisturizing via “Aqua Lock”and 
nurture your skin with natural minerals and 
vitamins. 

Special natural floral ingredients mixed to cool 
and calm your skin. Aqua Lock prevents drying 
of skin by locking in moisture and maintain the 
natural glow of your skin. Contains numerous 
minerals such as calcium, magnesium, sulfate, 
hydrogencarbonate, and sodium.

Hydrates skin and improves skin texture, also 
helps achieve noticeable brighter and vibrant 
skin.
This lightweight gel moisturizer calms and 
delivers a fresh and plumping effect.
An oil-free formula suitable for every 
complexion and ideal for mixed or oily skin 
types, deeply hydrates and reveals natural 
radiance.

KBL-RE11403 FULL GEL CREAM
KBL-RE11404 MOISTURE CREAM

WATER DROP BURSTING SYSTEM

WHIPPED CLEANSER
OXYGEN BUBBLES FOAM CLEANSER

Keep your skin looking young and vibrant 
with this rich and luxurious facial cleanser. 
Gently cleans without drying. Hyaluronic 
acid and emollient nut oils help to restore 
moisture, soften, and smooth skin while 
you wash. 

Decadently soft, it feels like washing your 
face with freshly whipped cream. Gently 
removes impurities while its powerful 
anti-oxidants and firming Ginseng 
instantly absorb to combat signs of aging.

Oxygen bubble cleanser, including natural 
moisturizing factors which protect the 
skin, ginkgo biloba, vitamin and mineral 
rich apples, blueberries and Portulaca 
Oleracea.

KBL-RE11396
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HELPS RELAX SORE MUSCLES FROM NECK AND SHOULDERS

SHOULDER & NECK RELAXING OIL
KBL-RE11196

This warming ginger massage oil is 
a great help for occasional muscle 
ache, exhaustion caused by work 
or activities. The refreshing blend of 
organic oils, absorbs esily over skin’s 
surface and provides an easy glide 
ideal for therapeutic massage.

- Ginger is known for its anti-
inflammatory effects, nausea reliever 
and diggestive aid effects.

- The ginger compound essential 
oil when applied directly onto the 
skin relaxes muscles and warms 
up problem areas around the for 
shoulder and neck

- Ginger has been used for centuries 
on Chinese medicine and is a 
famous natural remedy due to its 
comforting warmth effects on 
muscles and invigorating body and 
mind.

HELPS BALANCE NATURAL OILS AND CONDITIONS

ROSEHIP HAIR OIL KBL-RE11056 ANTI FRIZZ HAIR OIL
KBL-RE11317 HAIR OIL (FAIRY ROSE)

This lightweight anti-frizz hair oil renews 
your hair’s moisture, leaving it feeling 
silky and soft.

Rosehip contains nourishing natural 
agents that make it a great moisturizer, 
its packed anti inflammatory fatty acids 
and vitamins A and C.
The astringent properties in rosehip oil 
help to keep follicles healthy and free 
of obstructing impurities that can cause 
hair loss.

- Suitable for any type of hair:
Thin, thick, wavy, straight, curly or coiled
- Protects hair against free-radicals and 
dust, creating a coating protecting layer
- Formulated without parabens 
- Helps protect hair color from fading or 
turning into yellow undertones
- Ideal to protect hair from heat-damage 
caused by styling tools or sun exposure
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COMPLETE YOUR BRAND WITH THE 
LATEST TRENDING PACKAGING. 
ENHANCE YOUR SKIN CARE WITH THE 
MOST INNOVATIVE AND STUNNING 
DELIVERY SYSTEMS THAT STIMULATE 
YOUR SKIN CELLS RECOVERY.

VIBRATING EYE APPLICATOR
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SEMI-PERMANENT HAIR COLOR
LONG LASTING, NO PEROXIDE, VEGAN COLOR

A non damaging, 100% natural, vegan semi-
permanent hair color

- Lasts 4 to 8 weeks when using a use a 
sulphate-free shampoo
- Colors are 100% vegan, contain no animal 
by-products, no peroxide, no ammonia, no 
ethyl alcohol and no PPD

INGREDIENTS / TECHNOLOGY
Aqua, Cetyl Alcohol, Glycerine, Glycerol 
Stearate, PEG-100 Stearate, Propylene 
Glycol, Stearalkonium Chloride, Guar 
Hydroxypropyltrimonium Chloride, 
Quaternium-52, Cetearyl Alcohol, 
Ceteareth-20, Hydrolyzed Soy Protein

Color quality after one wash  
on medium/light hair

3 layers of hair care in one product 

- A three-layered hair serum, this 
innovative formula for smooth hairis 
constructed in three layers: 
Oil, Silicone and Water, using natural 
extracts and vegetable-origin oils. This 
serum delivers light moisture resulting in 
smooth hair without an oily feel
- Its moisturizing ingredients work as 
a protective film, which prevents hair 
breakage, split ends, and tangling. 
- The plant derived moisturizers can 
supply enough nutrients to damaged 
hair with continuous use

HAIR TREATMENT SERUM

HIGHLY CONCENTRATED HAIR SERUM FOR SMOOTH HAIR

KBL-CTA11068

PROTECTIVE 
FILM

PROTECTIVE 
FILM

PROTECTIVE 
FILM

PROTECTIVE 
FILM

Nutrition

Essential
Oil

Protective
Film

Essence
Moisturizing

Ampoule
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JUST SHAKE THE THREE LAYER FORMULATION TO MIX THE NATURAL OILS AND MOISTURIZING INGREDIENTS, 
APPLY A LIGHT MIST ON DRY HAIR AND BRUSH TO OBTAIN INSTANTLY FRESHER AND SMOOTHER HAIR

KBL-CTA11008

The principle of steam hair care provided at special hair salons 
simplified as a DIY kit.
It supplies nutrient and moisture and improves hair strength and 
hair folicule improvement. It provides a silky-smooth texture after 
20-to-30 min sessions.

Step 1: After hair washing, remove excess water and apply 
STEP 1 Inensive Nourishing Hair Pack formula.
Step 2: Wear the cap containing STEP 2 Steam Essence 
and gently massage.
Step 3: Leave on for 10 minutes, remove the cap and 
wash off with lukewarm water.

NUTRITION MASK
Main - Avena Strigosa Seed Extract
Deeply effective and long-lasting improvement in skin 
hydration (in-vivo study)

- Better hydration effect than Glycerin or Hyaluronic 
Acid (in-vivo study)
- Hair repair effect: improvement in hair 
structure, prevention of split ends, improvement in 
hair gloss and bounce back (ex-vivo and in-vivo 
studies)
- Effective hair care for animal hair (ex-vivo study) 

DIFFERENT CAP MODELS

STEAM HAIR PACK
EASY TO USE, DEEP MOISTURE AND REPAIR HAIR MASK
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Moisturizing and illuminating non-greasy textures 
that can be applied before make up
• Great for all skin types, this oil leaves the skin 
clean and
radiant. Formulated with light-weight minerals
• This cleansing oil blend includes organic essential 
oils of
lavender, gardenia, coconut, grapeseed, wild rose, 
amaranth,
jojoba, argan nut and a wide variety of flowers.
• Customized to provide structural proteins to cater 
to specific
needs: Collagen / Lactic Acid / Glycolic Acid / 
Hyaluronic
Acid / Vitamin E / Peptides / Mandelic Acid
• Prevent dryness and signs of aging on skin
• Blends enriched with minerals, gemstones and 
precious
crystals, providing healing properties
INFUSED WITH MINERALS AND PROTEINS 

UNIQUENESS - BLUE AURA QUARTZ:
Lavender oil relaxes nerves and enhances blood 
circulation. It is known for its moisturizing effects, as 
it soothes dry and cracked skin, helping keep skin 
soft.
Bring love and self expression to your daily life with 
an authentic blue aura quartz  placed inside this 
glistening gentle oil.

Loaded with antioxidants, lavender essential oil 
helps prevent the production of free  radicals and 
helps to minimize oxidative stress.

Love - red aura quartz:
Bergamot essential oil fades scars and evens skin 
tone.
Geranium oil is used to treat acne, reduce 
inflammation, alleviate anxiety and balance  
hormones.
The oil contains potent moisturizing and soothing 
properties which helps to prevent dry  skin and skin 
cracks.
Chanel your inner love and passion energies with 
an authentic red aura quartz placed  inside this 
glistening gentle oil.

Destiny - Titanium quartz:
Patchouli is used to treat skin and hair problems, 
such as dermatitis, eczema, acne, dry  chapped 
skin, dandruff, and oily scalp.
Rose Oil calms skin and redness, especially acne.
The oil contains potent moisturizing and soothing 
properties which helps to prevent dry  skin and skin 
cracks.
Stimulate your energy flow and manifest your 
destiny with this with an authentic  titanium aura 
quartz placed inside this glistening gentle oil.

HYDRATING GEMSTONE BODY OILS
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BUBBLE BATH ESSENTIALS

ESSENTIAL OIL INFUSED FOAMING CRUMBS AND TABS

MOISTURIZING CRUMBS
A super foaming fizzy formula infused with 
various scents to enchance and deliver a 
personal, at-home spa experience.

What it does:
Using the powers of natural fragrances, each 
bath fizzer adds fizz and fun to your bath, 
in addition to releasing a scent that can 
provide everything from a relaxing, detox 
enviornment to an invigorating, rejuvinating 
experience. 

FOAMING FIZZER TABS
A super foaming little treat infused with 
various scents to deliver a personal, 
at-home spa experience. Packaged in a 
convenient, non-moisturizing resealable bag.

How to use: Fill tub with warm water, 
drop in a few tabs or a hand full of 
fizzer crumbs and enjoy!
Tip: Mix and match different luscious 
scents and enjoy a fragrant delight! 

KBL-DB11011
KBL-DB11012
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CLEAR FLOWER SOAPS

MOISTURIZING SOAP ENRICHED WITH AMINO ACIDS 

This beautiful clear soap is infused with amino 
acids and natural encapsulated flowers. Formulated 
with a base of PH level 5.5 helps maintain natural 
PH balance of the skin and promotes collagen 
production.
Amino acids keep the skin well moistened and 
hydrated, also amino acids are known for its 
natural repair and regeneration of the skin. 

Calendula
Jasmine
Dendrobium
Color swirl

Size: 50g
Packaging: Shrink wrap and unit box

KBL-RE11232 JASMINE CLEAR SOAP
KBL-RE11233 CALENDULA CRYSTAL SOAP

KBL-RE11234 DENDROBIUM CRYSTAL SOAP
KBL-RE11236 CRYSTAL GRASS SOAP
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ECOMMERCE PUMP

SECURED FOR SHIPPING, LEAKAGE PROOF PUMP

ZERO LEAKS, ZERO HASSLE, TWIST THE CAP AND SECURE
- Meets Amazon ISTA-6 and SIOC requirements and is suitable for 
individual shipping on filled sturdy HDPE bottles enclosed inside a 
labeled ordinary shipping plastic bag without the need for expensive 
outer box and inner packing materials.
- The pump actuator is designed with minimum surface 
discontinuities to specifically address product leaks due to the back-
off of conventional pump closures. 
Positive nozzle locking system that securely holds the nozzle tip 
behind the closure to prevent it from opening and damage during 
shipping.
- The locked actuator is free from any sharp edges and projections 
that can pose a skin cut and bruise hazard. 
- The actuator can be configured for small travel size packages. It 
provides compact tangle free package.
- With the smaller overall pump profile, as the nozzle is folded, more 
pumps can be packed in the same shipping box which can result in 
significant freight cost savings.
- The actuator has a shaped nozzle that can be color contrasted from 
the rest of the actuator body for aesthetics or to serve as an Eye-
Mark for high speed filling to automatically orient the nozzle on the 
bottle. 
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CHILD RESISTANT AND 
HIGHLY SECURED CAP

CRC CAP

CHILD
RESISTANT
CAP (CRC)

LID

RESISTANT WINDOW
TO SEE CONTENT

A CLEAR VIEW 
OF THE CONTENT 
THROUGH A 
THICK, SECURE 
WINDOW 

MULTIPLE COLORS 
AVAILABLE AND READY FOR 
CUSTOMIZATION

AN INNOVATIVE CAP FOR CANNABIS 
PRODUCTS

- A durable and modern
child-resistant closure cap, ideal for flower, 
solid, powder and other cannabis products.
- Contains a short claim on the top of the cap 
for easy operation instructions.
- This HDPE low profile cap fits glass jars and 
other diverse materials. Ideal for sizes from 
2oz to 8 oz
- Its smooth edges and firm stylish grip match 
seamlessly to most jars for an attractive, high 
end look.
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TRENDY PACKAGING SOLUTIONS

INNOVATIVE VESSELS AND TECHNOLOGY

ROSE GOLD

Inspired by simple, romantic and 
elevated style

- Personalized see through 
colors on high-quality polyester-
PETG 

- Embossing/ debossing and 
printing of any branding and logo 
element

- Beautiful rosegold metalized 
applications are the elevated 
touch on each component. Caps, 
pumps, droppers or hotstamping 
can be metalized.

- Almost unbreakable materials 
with impressive environmental 
credentials.

TRENDS 2018
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TRENDS 2018

Double 
Tiered
Compact

cushion &
setting powder
applicator

tiered
compacts
allow
portability

KBL-RE11381-HIGH CUSHION 
FOUNDATION Stick foundations

TRENDY PACKAGING SOLUTIONS

INNOVATIVE VESSELS AND TECHNOLOGY
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Click!
With your
Lipgloss

TRENDY PACKAGING SOLUTIONS

INNOVATIVE VESSELS AND TECHNOLOGY
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Portable eye massager with negative ion technology
- Easy to massage your eyes at home or on the go
- Generating up to 200 vibrations per second to 
help rejuvenate and boost micro-circulation
- Target areas: Reduce eye bags, fine lines, and 
lighten dark circles
- The device with negative ions divide the active 
ingredients of skincare into water soluble ions for 
improvement of skin.
- Enhancing the absorption capacity of the skin.

• Combines low frequency micro-vibrations with negative ion 
technology for more radiant skin
• Helps improve blood circulation, stimulate facial muscles and 
relieve fatigue
• Negative ion technology enhances absorption of creams or serums 
deep into the skin
• Inductive power mechanism turns device on when contact to the 
face is made
• Elegant design is portable and lightweight

NEGATIVE ION TECHNOLOGY

EYE MASSAGER WITH NEGATIVE ION TECHNOLOGY (MICRO-CURRENT)

510K Class 2

TRAVEL SIZE

EGG SHAPE

CLASSIC
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LED skin treatment or therapy is used by 
dermatologists and medical spas to treat 
acne, wrinkles, facial lines and sun damaged 
skin. 

This photon light treatment device uses LED 
light to penetrate the skin and stimulate cells 
— improving the skin’s condition from the 
inside out, resulting in a younger and healthier 
appearance.

Red light with a wavelength of 630nm is a strong light 
source with high purity and equal energy density. It may 
help enhance skin cell activity, promote cell metabolism, 
accelerate blood circulation, facilitate collagen 
proliferation, improve elasticity and reduce melanin while 
giving skin a smooth and glossy appearance.

Blue Light same wavelength as red light, it helps 
cleanse bacteria on the surface of skin, rapidly curbs 
inflammation, it adjusts sebum production, reduce acne, 
and quickly ease the swelling and inflammation.

SKIN SMOOTHING WAVELENGHT LIGHTS

BLUE & RED LED LIGHT TREATMENT

510K Class 2
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